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INTRODUCTION

A limited reconnaissance style Induced Polarization 

survey was carried out over a portion of two patented mining 

claims in Clergue Township near Monteith Ontario by R. S. 

Middleton Exploration Services Inc. of Timmins, Ontario. The 

parameters for the survey and on-site supervision were designed 

and carried out by the author. The property is owned by Con 

solidated Montclerg Mines Limited and the survey was carried 

out at their request from January 26 to January 30i 1986 in 

clusive.

The IP survey was designed to determine if the IP method 

was capable of defining; known sulphide associated gold occur- 

ences, the presence of similar mineralization and the structures 

controlling such mineralized zones.

Anomalous chargeabilities were obtained south of the main 

gold zone(s) however correspondingly low resistivity values 

suggest the IP is reacting to a major regional zone commonly 

referred to as the "Pipestone Fault Zone".

Weakly anomalous chargeabilities encountered on the three 

westernmost lines appear to coincide with a northeast trending 

transverse fault. The correspondingly high resistivity values 

suggest the source is a disseminated sulphide zone. It should 

be noted that northeast trending faults have long been recog 

nized for their economic signifigance elsewhere along the 

"Pipestone Fault Zone". In Beatty and Munro Townships past 

producing mines such as the Munro-Croesus, Argyll and Blue 

Quartz mines owe a great deal to these transverse fault zones.
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Southwest of the IP zone, three drill holes have cut this 

structure resulting in gold values as high as 0.10 ounces of 

gold per ton over 13.5 feet associated with arsenopyrite, 

pyrite and blue quartz stringers.

The main gold zone(s), at first glance, do not appear 

to have been well defined by the IP survey however anomalous 

resistivity readings may in the long term prove significant.

PROPERTY. LOCATION and ACCESS

The Consolidated Montclerg Mines Limited property consists 

of five patented mining claims (Mineral Rights Only) in the 

south half of lots I and 2 of Clergue Township in the Porcupine 

Mining Division and lot 12 of Walker Township in the Larder 

Lake Mining Division. Total acreage of the claim group is 

V75*5 acres which is roughly equivalent to 12 standard unpatented 

claims. The Driftwood River which is roughly 100' wide, flows 

northeast through the west central portion of the property. 

The raining rights for the land under the river are not included 

in the original patents.

The property is situated three fourths of a mile south 

of the Town of Monteith, 32 miles northeast of the City of 

Timmins, Ontario, Canada.

Access to the property is excellent with Highway 577, 

which divides Clergue and Walker Townships, crossing the east 

central portion of the property. Highway II crosses the 

northeast part of the property while a dirt road from Highway 

II crosses the extreme northwest corner of the property.
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PREVIQUS WORK

Gold was first discovered on the property in the Spring 

of 1938 when a landslide is reported to have exposed an out 

crop on the east bank of the Driftwood River. A sample recently 

taken from the outcrop by the author assayed 0.208 ounces of 

gold per ton.

Drilling began and by arrangement with Montclerg Mines 

Ltd. which was incorporated in 1939* Newmont Mining Corp., 

Anglo Huronian Ltd. and Howey Gold Mines Ltd. completed 46 

drill holes totalling 2?,783 feet by the end of 1942.

The effects of World War II caused suspension of operations 

from 1943 to December 1959 when drilling was resumed, with 12 

more holes totalling 9,2?6 feet when work was again suspended.

Drilling was resumed in the Spring of 1964 and by the 

end of 1965, 12 additional holes totalling 5,990 feet were 

drilled.

In 1966, the company was reorganized and the name changed 

to Consolidated Montclerg Mines Limited. Subsequently, 10 

drill holes were completed totalling roughly 3,000 feet bringing 

the overall totals to 80 drill holes totalling more than 46,000 

feet.

From March 3* to May 31, 1981 surveys of the original 

(1943-1966) baseline bearing N790 20'E, cross lines bearing 

NI00 40'W at 300 1 intervals and the property boundaries were 

run by A.B. McLennan, O.L.S.

In May and June 1981 gradient magnetic and electromagnetic 

(V.L.F.) surveys were completed by Cana Exploration Consultants
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Limited (S.S. Szetu, Ph.D., P.Eng.).

During the summer of 1981, considerable effort was 

expended in an attempt to locate the old drill holes. O.f the 

69 drill hole collars, 10 were precisely located to the 1959 

co-ordinates, 32 were located within a -10 foot radius while 

the remaining 2? collars were located to within a ^20 foot 

radius. All 66 collars were then surveyed in using three 

triangulated base stations.

During 1984 extensive detailed studies and compilation 

efforts were carried out by A.S. Bayne, P.Eng. culminating 

in an in-house report dated January 3 1, 1985* This report 

includes estimates of tonnage and grade as well as vertical 

and plan sections.

In the Fall of 1985 a limited stripping program was 

attempted, however rapidly increasing overburden depths on 

the edge of the discovery outcrop hampered this effort. The 

stripping was carried out by Alquest Exploration Services 

under the authors supervision.

The stripping was closely followed by linecutting which 

re-established a portion of the original (1943-1966) baseline 

and cross lines used during the IP survey,

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The Consolidated Montclerg Mines Limited property is 

situated within the north central portion of the Abitibi 

greenstone belt and is underlain by Early Precambrian (Archean) 

supracrustal rocks of volcanic and sedimentary origin. The
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eupracrustal rocks have been intruded by Archean felsic, 

mafic and ultramafic intrusive volcanic rocks.

The youngest rocks found in the property area are roughly 

north-trending diabase dykes believed to be of middle pre 

cambrian age.

The dominant structural feature of the property area is 

a regional fault zone known as the "Pipestone Fault Zone", 

The fault zone occurs preferentially within a series of 

ultramafic flows which are felt to represent the Lower Forma 

tion of the Upper or Tisdale Supergroup. The ultramafic rocks 

are interpreted to be the oldest rocks underlying the property. 

North of the ultramafic flows, basaltic flows of the Middle 

Formation of the Tisdale Group are believed to be present.

Roughly four miles south of the "Pipestone Fault Zone" 

is a similar, possibly the parent, fault zone known as the 

"Destor Porcupine Fault Zone", The area between the two fault 

zones is primarily underlain by sedimentary turbidite flows.

The development of the "Pipestone Fault Zone" is believed 

to have provided a plumbing system allowing the intrusion of 

felsic porphyries and mafic to ultramafic intrusives. While 

the exact mechanism of gold mineralization or gold concentra 

tion is still under debate it is generally recognized that major 

fault zones such as the Destor Porcupine, and Pipestone play 

an extremely important role in gold deposition.

One particularily pertinent example of the importance of

the "Pipestone Fault Zone" on gold mineralization is that of 

the Clavos Porcupine property roughly four miles west of the
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property. Canamax, the project operator, has recently reported 

that it believes their property contains reserves hosting in 

excess of 100,000 ounces of gold which is their criterion 

required to justify an underground exploration program.

In the same recent report published in the Northern Miner, 

Canaraax reported that:

"Both zones are associated with the hangingwall 
of the Pipestone fault, a major structural 
feature striking east-west across the property. 
Gold is hosted in a porphyry unit striking 
parallel to the fault."

In summary, the property and immediate regional geology 

appears to be very amenable and in fact quite likely to host 

an economically significant gold deposit.

SURVEY PROCEDURE. STATISTICS, AND INSTUMENTATION

The Induced Polorization-Resistivity survey was carried 

out using a Scintrex IPR-II receiver and a Huntec transmitter 

powered by a 2.5 k. watt motor generator. A pole-dipole array 

was used for the survey with an "a" spacing of 100 feet. Six 

dipoles (nsl,2,3,4,5,6) were read at most stations.

A 2 second "on", 2 second "off", square wave pulse was 

transmitted into the ground and the voltage readings were 

obtained via steel stake electrodes. The voltage was recorded 

at a series of ten time windows after the shut off of the 

pulse and the values of the seventh time window were plotted 

on the accompanying pseudosections. This time window is the 

interval from 690 milliseconds to 1050 milliseconds after the

I. "Canamax encouraged by new discovery at Clavos", The Northern 
Miner, December 23, 1985, Pg. I and Pg. 2.
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shut off of the pulse.

Specifications for the IPR-11 system used for this survey 

are included in the appendix of this report.

The survey was conducted from January 26, 1986 to January 

30, 1986, by personnel of Robert S. Middleton Exploration 

Services Inc. The crew consisted of D. Strain, C. Kubisheskia, 

D. Collins, and P, Edwards.

A total of 6^2 readings were taken at 132 stations in the 

course of the survey.

INTERPRETATION

To interpret the empirical data received during the survey 

one must recognize the effects the extensive overburden cover 

has caused. One result has been the design of the survey. The 

reason a relatively wide "a" spacing of 100 feet was used as 

well as the reading of six dipoles rather than say four is 

directly related to the extensive overburden.

The overburden thickness is quite variable, on XL300'W at 

375'N the overburden is 162' thick while at 100'S the depth to 

bedrock is 55'. On XLO at 1+00'N the overburden is 172' thick 

while at 300'S the depth to bedrock is only 32'. Similarily 

on XL700'E at 100'N the overburden is W thick while at 500'S 

the depth to bedrock is 60'. In hindsight the overburden does 

not appear to have been the major problem it could have been 

and in fact the diamond drill holes used to determine the 

overburden thicknesses can now be used for much more detailed 

and accurate interpretation of the results,
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On cross lines 300'W, 100'W and 100'E from 650'S to 400'S, 

600'S to 350'S and 550'S to 300'S respectively is a broad, 

somewhat weak but well defined chargeability anomaly. This 

anomaly is characterized by a marked decrease in resistivity 

which is particularly evident on the sixth dipole where values 

are less than 300 ohms per meter. When compared to diamond 

drill holes #45 and #31 on XLO+00 it is apparent that this anomaly 

is caused by the "Pipestone Fault Zone". In drill hole #31 

the core encountered appears to be schistose ultramafic flows 

however the drill log also mentions the presence of "black 

carbonaceous like partings containing pyrite and pyrrhotite" 

and "black slatey material". This material is more than likely 

graphite and its' presence adequately explains this type of 

anomaly and its' location. East of a major north trending 

diabase dyke centred on XL/fOO'E the anomaly becomes weaker 

and much more subtle until on XL1200'E the anomaly effectively 

does not exist, however, decreased resistivity values on the 

sixth dipole south of station 500'S may represent the ultra 

mafic flows.

A second much more subtle but potentially important anomaly 

has been encountered on XL300'W, XLIOO'W and XLIOO'E at roughly 

400'N, 600'N and 850'N respectively. This weak anomaly is 

typified by chargeabilities varying from 2.7mv7v on XL300'W 

to 5.0mvXv on XLIOO'E and resistivities from ZfifOohm/m on 

XL300'W to 299ohm7m on XLIOO'E.

The weakly anomalous chargeabilities along with the slightly 

elevated resistivities suggest to the author that this anomaly
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is due to a disseminated sulphide zone.

When the axis of this anomaly is plotted the -axis trends 

northeast and correlates very well with a northeast trending 

transverse fault previously interpreted by Dr. S.S. Szetu. 

Dr. Szetu had tentatively interpreted this fault using weak 

VLF anomalies in conjunction with three drill holes just west 

of the present grid. On XL500'W diamond drill hole #2 encounters 

breccia from 80'-95' and l 1 of lost core from 95'-96'. Un 

fortunately nothing was sampled prior to 110', however from 

120'-125' a section with quartz stringers and arsenopyrite 

assayed 0.03 ounces of gold per ton. On XLSlO'W drill hole 

ffi. encountered 95^ lost core from 306'-312.5', with the remaining 

5^ being described as schisted porphyry while at 299' stringers 

of blue quartz are noted. Prior to the presumed fault the hole 

cut a 15 foot section from 225'-2JfO' which was well mineralized 

and fairly well veined. This section assayed 0.0? ounces of 

gold per ton over the 15 feet. Also, prior to but closer to the 

presumed fault a 13.5 foot section from 282.5' to 296' was cut. 

This section was described ae being very well mineralized and 

assayed 0.10 ounces of gold per ton over the 13.5 foot section.

Thirdly, drill hole #52 on XL?JfO'W encountered the fault 

from 185' to 195'. This was quickly followed by a ?2* section 

from 205' to 2?7' which assayed 0.033 ounces of gold per ton. 

The intersection included a five foot section from 210'-215' 

which was described as being well veined with little sulphides 

that assayed 0.06 ounces of gold per ton.

The sulphide bearing intersections along with the mention
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of blue quartz and fault breccia in the above mentioned drill 

holes suggests to the author that the subtle IP anomaly en 

countered on the three cross lines is in fact representative 

of a legitimate bedrock anomaly.

As was previously mentioned in the Introduction to this 

report, one of the main goals of the survey was to see if the 

IP method was capable of defining known sulphide associated 

gold occurences.

Given what we know about the ore zones, which is that they 

occur in close proximity to or in what has been described as 

silicified and porphyritized lava, often but not always associated 

with heavy sulphides (pyrite and arsenopyrite), one would expect 

to see correspondingly high chargeabilities and resistivities 

associated with known gold bearing intersections. When the 

gold bearing intersections, of which there are at least one per 

cross line, are compared to the pseudo.sections it was learned 

that the chargeabilities varied from 0,7mv7v to 4*9mvXv and showed 

no clear trend. This however is not true of the resistivities 

which varied from 173ohm7ra to Wohm/m and when XL1200'E is 

excluded ranged from only 250ohra7m to i+SBohra/ra thus showing a 

possibly traceable trend (see Resistivity Contour Plan in pocket).

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overall the Induced Polarization survey on the Consolidated 

Montclerg Mines Limited property has been very successful. 

The reconnaissance style survey was designed with three or 

four objectives in mind. The primary objective was of course
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to have the geophysical technique penetrate the thick layer of 

glaciolacustrine overburden. Once this objective was acheived 

attempts to reach the three remaining objectives could proceed.

The IP method has proven very successful in defining 

the "Pipestone Fault Zone", particularly where it is suspected 

of containing graphite i sulphides.

The survey has been moderately successful in defining the 

known gold bearing zones as evidenced by the trend of higher 

resistivities associated with gold bearing intersections. One 

possible explanation for the somewhat limited success of the 

survey in this regard may be that the anomaly caused by the 

fault zone is overprinting the more subtle anomaly a disseminated 

sulphide zone in close proximity would produce. This is most 

evident on XLIOO'E where gold intersections such as 0.33 ounces 

Au per ton over 6.7', 0.121* ounces Au per ton over 10', 0.10 

ounces Au per ton over 5' and 0.0/f ounces Au per ton over ifO 1 

plot within the north flank of the fault zone anomaly.

Potentially, the greatest success of this survey is the 

recognition of the northeast trending anomaly which was located 

on crosslines 300'W, 100'W and 100'E. As was mentioned in the 

Introduction to this report, these northeast trending zones 

were of great significance to such past producing mines as 

the Munro-Croesus, Argyll and Blue Quartz. The Munro-Croesus 

mine produced 14,85^ ounces of gold, 1,^23 ounces of silver 

from only 5*333 tons of ore, meaning the average grade of the 

ore was 2.785 ounces of gold per ton and 0,267 ounces of 

silver per ton.
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The author is not saying that one should expect this type 

of spectacular gold mineralization but rather, is merely trying 

to illustrate the potential importance of northeast trending 

structures along the "Pipestone Fault Zone",

Based on the success of the Induced Polarization Survey 

the author recommends further Induced Polarization work part- 

icularily, but not exclusively west of the Driftwood River.

The author would also respectfully recommend at least one 

drill hole to test the potential economic significance of the 

above mentioned northeast trending IP anomaly at around XL2+OOW.

Also recommended is a program of controlled drilling 

using tropari tests in the area of the main gold zone in order 

to better define the known gold bearing zones and better 

correlate those zones to the Induced Polarization Survey.

Also recommended is at least one drill hole to check the 

north flank of the "Pipestone Fault Zone" anomaly as this 

area has not been extensively tested and drill hole #31 was 

not assayed adjacent to the fault zone. The location for 

such a hole would likely be based on further IP work.

Respectfully submitted,

John E. Mountjoy, B.Se.
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New from Scintrex 
for the 1980 SEG C33

Broadband Time Domain 
Receiver

Function

The IPR-11 Broadband Time Domain IP 
Receiver is principally used in electrical (EIP) 
and magnetic (MIP) induced polarization sur 
veys (or disseminated base metal occurrences 
such as porphyry copper in acidic intrusives 
and lead-zinc deposits in carbonate rocks. In 
addition, this receiver is used in geoelectrical 
surveying for deep groundwater or geothermal 
resources. For these latter targets, the induced 
polarization measurements may be as useful 
as the high accuracy resistivity results since it 
often happens that geological materials have 
IP contrasts when resistivity contrasts are 
absent. A third application of the IPR-11 is in 
induced polarization research projects such as 
the study of physical properties of rocks.

Due to its integrated, microprocessor-based 
design, the IPR-11 provides a large amount of 
induced polarization transient curve shape 
Information from a remarkably compact, relia 
ble and flexible format. Data from up to six 
potential dipoles can be measured simultane 
ously and recorded in solid state memory. 
Then, the IPR-11 outputs data as: 1) visual dig 
ital display, 2) digital printer profile or pseudo- 
section plots, 3) digital printer listing, 4) a 
cassette tape record or 5) to a modern unit for 
transmission by telephone. Using software 
available from Scintrex, all spectral IP and EM 
coupling parameters can be calculated on a 
desk top or mainframe computer.

Because it can measure, record, calculate 
resistivity and output useful, broadband data 
in the field which are compatible with later 
computer processing using Scintrex software, 
the IPR-11 is the heart of a new, highly effi 
cient, integrated system for conducting spec 
tral induced polarization surveys.

The IPR-11 is designed for use with the Scin 
trex line of transmitters, primarily the TSQ ser 
ies current and waveform stabilized models. 
Scintrex has been active in induced polariza 
tion research, development, manufacture, 
consulting and surveying for over thirty years 
and offers a full range of time and frequency 
domain instrumentation as well as all accesso 
ries necessary for IP surveying.

Major Benefits

Following are some of the major benefits 
which you can derive through the key features 
of the l PR-11.

Speed up surveys. The IPR-11 is primarily 
designed to save you time and money in gath 
ering spectral induced polarization data.

For example, consider the advantage in gra 
dient, dipole-dipole or pole-dipole surveying 
with multiple 'n' or 'a' spacings, of measuring 
up to six potential dipoles simultaneously. If 
the specially designed Multidipole Potential 
Cables are used, members of a crew can pre 
pare new dipoles at the end of a spread while

measurements are underway. When the obser 
vation is complete, the operator walks only 
one dipole length and connects to a new 
spread leaving the cable from the first dipole 
for retrieval by an assistant.

Simultaneous multidipole potential measure 
ments offer an obvious advantage when used 
in drillhole logging with the Scintrex DHIP-2 
Drillhole IP/Resistivity Logging Option.

The built-in, solid state memory also saves 
time. Imagine the time that would be taken to 
write down line number, station number, 
transmitter and receiver timings and other 
header information as well as data consisting 
of SP, Vp and ten IP parameters for each 
dipole. With the IPR-11, a record is filed at the 
touch of a button once the operator sees that 
the measurement has converged sufficiently.

The IPR-11 will calculate resistivity for you. 
Further time will then be saved when the IPR- 
11 begins plotting your data in profile or 
pseudo-section format in your base camp on a 
digital printer. The same printer can also be 
used to make one or more copies of a listing 
of the day's results. If desired, an output to a 
cassette tape recorder can be made. Or, the 
IPR-11 data memory can be output directly 
into a modern, saving time by transmitting 
data to head office by telephone line and by 
providing data which are essentially computer 
compatible.

If the above features won't save as much time 
as you would like, consider how the operator 
will appreciate the speed in taking a reading 
with the IPR-11 due to: 1) simple keyboard 
control, 2) resistance check of six dipoles 
simultaneously, 3) fully automatic SP buckout, 
4) fully automatic Vp self ranging, 5) fully 
automatic gain setting, 6) built-in calibration 
test circuits, and 7) self checking programs. 
The amount of operator manipulation required 
to take a great deal of spectral IP data is 
minimal.

Compared with frequency domain measure 
ments, where sequential transmissions at dif 
ferent frequencies must be made, the time 
domain measurement records broadband 
information each few seconds. When succes 
sive readings are stacked and averaged, and 
when the pragmatic window widths designed 
into the IPR-11 measurement are used, full 
spectral IP data are taken in a minimum of 
lime.

Improved Interpretation of data. The quasi- 
logarithmically spaced transient windows are 
placed to recover the broadband information 
that is needed to calculate the standard spec 
tral IP parameters with confidence. Scintrex 
offers its SPECTRUM software package which 
can take the IPR-11 outputs and generate the 
following standard spectral IP parameters: m. 
chargeability, T. t ime constant and C, 
exponent.



Broadband Time Domain 
IP Receiver

Interpretability of spectral IP data are 
improved since time domain measurements 
are less affected by electromagnetic coupling 
effects than either amplitude or phase angle 
frequency domain measurements, due to the 
relatively high frequencies used in the latter 
techniques. In the field, coupling tree data are 
nearly always available from the IPR-11, by 
simply using chargeability data from the later 
transient windows. Then, in the base camp or 
office, the Scintrex SPECTRUM computer 
program may be used to resolve the EM com 
ponent for removal from the IP signal. The 
electromagnetic induction parameters may 
also be interpreted in order to take advantage 
of the information contained in the EM 
component.

A further advantage of the IPR-11 in interpret 
ing spectral IP responses is the amount of 
data obtainable due to the ability to change 
transmitted frequencies (pulse times) and 
measurement programs by keypad entry.

Enhance signal/noise. In the presence of ran 
dom (non-coherent) earth noises, the signal 
/noise ratio of the IPR-11 measurements will 
be enhanced by JR where N is the number of 
individual readings which have been averaged 
to arrive at the measurement. The IPR-11 
automatically stacks the information contained 
in each pulse and calculates a running aver 
age for Vp and each transient window. This 
enhancement is equivalent to a signal increase 
of yFj, or a power increase of N. Since N can 
readily be 30 or more (a 4 minute observation 
using a 2 second on/off waveform), the signal 
/noise improvement realized by the IPR-11 
cannot be practically achieved by an increase 
in transmitter power. Alternatively, one may 
employ much lower power transmitters than 
one could use with a non-signal enhancement 
receiver.

The automatic SP program bucks out and cor 
rects completely for linear SP drift; there is no 
residual offset left in the signal as in some pre 
vious time domain receivers. Data are also 
kept noise free by: 1) automatic rejection of 
spheric spikes, 2) 50 or 60 Hz powerline notch 
filters, 3) low pass filters and 4) radio fre 
quency (RF) filters. In addition, the operator 
has a good appreciation of noise levels since 
he can monitor input signals on six analog 
meters, one for each dipole. Also, with the 
Optional Statistical Analysis Program, he can 
monitor relative standard error continuously 
on the digital display and then file these calcu 
lations in the data memory when the observa 
tion is complete.

Noise free observations can usually be made 
using the self-triggering feature of the IPR-11. 
The internal program locks into the waveform 
of the signal received at the first dipole (near 
est a current electrode) and prevents mistrig- 
gering at any point other than within the final 
2 5 percent of the current on time. In particu 
larly noisy areas, however, synchronization of

the IPR-11 and transmitter can be accomp 
lished either by a wire link or using a high sta 
bility. Optional Crystal Clock which fits onto 
the lid of the instrument.

Reduce Errors. The solid state, fail-safe 
memory ensures that no data transcription 
errors are made in the field. In base camp, 
data can be output on a digital printer or a 
read-afier-write cassette tape deck and played 
back onto a digital printer for full verification. 
The fact that the IPR-11 calculates resistivity 
from recorded Vp and l values also reduces 
error.

The self check program verifies program 
Integrity and correct operation of the display, 
automatically, without the Intervention of the 
operator. If the operator makes any one of ten 
different manipulation errors, an error, mes 
sage is immediately displayed.

The Multidipole Potential Cables supplied by 
Scintrex are designed so there is no possibility 
of connecting dipoles to the wrong input ter 
minals. This avoids errors in relating data to 
the individual dipoles. The internal calibrator 
assures the operator that the instrument is 
properly calibrated and the simple keypad 
operation eliminates a multitude of front panel 
switches, simplifying operation and reducing 
errors.

Features

Six Dipoles Simultaneously. The analog input 
section of the IPR-11 contains six identical dif 
ferential inputs to accept signals from up to six 
individual potential dipoles. The amplified 
analog signals are converted to digital form, 
multiplexed and recorded with header infor 
mation identifying each group of dipoles. 
Custom-made muttidipole cables are available 
for use with any electrode erray.

Memory. Compared with tape recording, the 
IPR-11 solid state memory is free from prob 
lems due to dirt, low temperatures, moving 
parts, humidity and mechanical shock. A bat 
tery installed on the memory board ensures 
memory retention if main batteries are low or If 
the main batteries are changed. The following 
data are automatically recorded in the memory 
for each potential dipole: 1) receiver timing 
used, 2) transmitter timing used, 3) number of 
cycles measured, 4) self potential (SP), 5) 
primary voltage (Vp) and 6) ten transient IP 
windows (Mj). In addition, the operator can 
enter up to seventeen, four digit numerical 
headers which will be filed with each set of up 
to six dipole readings. Headers can include, 
for example, line number, station number, 
operator code, current amplitude, date, etc.

In the standard data memory, up to 200 poten 
tial dipole measurements can be recorded. 
Optional Data Memory Expansion Blocks can 
be installed in the IPR-11 to increase memory 
capacity in blocks of about 200 dipoles each 
lo a total of approximately 800 dipoles. 
Memory capacities will be reduced somewhat 
if the Optional Statistical Analysis Program is 
used.



Memory Recall. Any reading in memory can 
be recalled, by simple keypad entry, for 
inspection on the visual display. For example, 
the operator can call up sequential visual dis 
play of all the data filed for the previous obser 
vation or tor the whole data memory.

Carefully Chosen Transient Windows. The 
IPR-11 records all the information that is really 
needed to make full interpretations of spectral 
IP data, to remove EM coupling effects and to 
calculate EM induction parameters. Ten quasi- 
logarithmically spaced transient windows are 
measured simultaneously for each potential 
dipole over selectable total receive times of 
0.2,1.0, 2.0 or 4.0 seconds.

After a delay from the current off time of t, the 
width of each of the first four windows is t, of 
the next three windows is 61 and o? the last 
three windows is 12t. The t values are 3,15,30 
or 60 milliseconds. Thus, for a given dipole, up 
to forty different windows can be measured by 
using all four receive times. The only restric 
tion is, of course, that the current off time 
must exceed the total measuring time. Since t 
is as low as 3 milliseconds and since the first 
four windows are narrow, a high density of 
curve shape information is available at shorl 
times (high frequencies) where it is needed for 
confident calculation of the spectral IP and EM 
coupling parameters.

Calculates Resistivity. The operator enters the 
current amplitude and resistivity geometry (K) 
factors in header with each observation. If the 
K factors remain the same, only a code has to 
be entered with each observation. Then, using 
the recorded Vp values, the IPR-11 calculates 
the apparent resistivity value which can be 
output to the printer or cassette tape recorder.

Normalizes for time and Vp. The IPR-11 
divides the measured area in each transient 
window by the width of the window and by the 
primary voltage so that values are read out in 
units of millivolts/volt (mils).

Signal Enhancement. Vp and M values are 
continuously stacked and averaged and the 
display is updated for each two cycles. When 
the operator sees that the displayed values 
have adequately converged, he can terminate 
the reading and file all values in memory.

Vp Integration. The primary voltage is sampled 
over 50 percent or more of the current on (T) 
lime (depending on receive time) and the 
result is normalized for time. This long integra 
tion helps overcome random noise. On stand 
ard Scintrex transmitters, T can be 1. 2,4 or 8 
seconds.

Digital Display. Two. four digit LCD displays 
are used to display measured or manually 
entered data, data codes and alarm codes.

Automatic Profile Plotting. When connected to 
a digital printer such as the Scintrex DP-4 hav 
ing an industry standard RS-232C, 7 bit ASCII 
serial data port, data can be plotted In a base 
camp. The IPR-11 is programmed to plot any 
selected transient window and resistivity in 
pseudo-section or profile form. Line orienta 
tion is maintained consistent, that Is station 
numbers on profiles are sorted in ascending 
number. In the profile plot, the scale for resis 
tivity is logarithmic with 1 to 10,000 ohmme- 
lers in four decades with another four decades 
of overrange both above and below. The char 
geability scale Is keypad selectable. In the 
pseudo-section plot, any one chargeability 
window can be presented in conventional 
pseudo-section form.

Printed Data Listing. The same digital printer 
can be used to print out listings of all headers 
end data recorded during the day's operation. 
Several copies can be made for mailing to 
head office or for filing in case copies are lost. 
Baud rate is keypad selectable at 110,300 or 
1200 baud, depending on the printer used.

Cassette Tape Output. A cassette recorder 
having an industry standard RS-232C, 7 bit 
ASCII serial interface may be used for storing 
data directly from the IPR-11. If all six dipoles 
are used, then 16,80 character blocks of data 
per observation are transferred at a rate of 
1200 baud. The storage capacity of one side of 
cassette tape is approximately 1400 blocks or 
about 90 six dipole observations. The MFE 
Model 2500 is recommended since it has a 
read-after-write feature for data verification.

The recording format Is compatible with the 
Texas Instruments 'Silent 700' terminals and 
records are made on standard digital grade 
cassettes. Once a cassette tape record is 
made, the tape can be played back onto the 
DP-4 Digital Printer for an additional verifica 
tion that the data on tape are correct.

Time domain IP transmitted waveform

Pseudo-section printout on DP-4 Digital Printer. 
Chargeability dal* are shown lor the tixlh transient 
window (Mi) (or the dipole-dipole array and six 'n' 
spacing*. Line number and station number are also 
recorded. The contours have been hand drawn. 
Resistivity results can be plotted In a similar manner.
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Modem. Data in the IPR-11 memory can be 
output directly into a modern near the field 
operation and transmitted by telephone 
through a modern terminal in or near head 
office, where data can be output directly onto 
a digital printer or tape recorder. In this way a 
geophysicist in head office can receive regular 
transmissions of data to improve supervision 
and interpretation of the data from field pro 
jects and no output device other than the 
modern is required in the field.

External Circuit Check. Six analog meters on 
the IPR-11 are used to check the contact res 
istance of individual potential dipoles. Poor 
contact at any one electrode is immediately 
apparent. The continuity test uses an AC sig 
nal to avoid electrode polarization.

Self Check Program. Each time the instrument 
Is turned on, a check sum verification of the 
program memory is automatically done. This 
verifies program integrity and if any discre 
pancy is discovered, an error signal appears 
on the digital display. Part of the self check 
program checks the LCD display by displaying 
eight ones followed sequentially by eight twos, 
eight fours and eight eights.

Manipulation Error Checks. Alarm codes 
appear on the digital display if any of the fol 
lowing ten errors occur: tape dump errors, 
illegal keypad entry, out of calibration or failed 
memory test, insufficient headers, header 
buffer full, previous station's data not filed, 
data memory full, incorrect signal amplitude or 
excessive noise, transmit pulse time incorrect 
and receiver measurement timing incorrect.

Internal Calibrator. By adjustment of the func 
tion switch, an internal signal generator is 
connected across the inputs to test the calibra 
tion of all six signal inputs for SP, Vp and all M 
windows simultaneously. Then the software 
checks all parameters. If there is an error in 
one or more parameters, an alarm code 
appears on the display. The operator can then 
push a key to scan all parameters of all input 
channels to determine where the error is.

Data listing output on DP-4 Digital Primer. Header 
inlormalion is shown in the first two lines. In this 
case, data are lor Line 1, Station 3. Transmitted cur 
rent is 80 mA Next are the resistivity K lactors tor the 
six dipoles 829? indicates that receive and transmit 
times are each 2 seconds. The last header item 
records that lact that 1 4 cycles were slacked. 
Following the header are the geophysical data lor si* 
dipoles which were measured simultaneously. For 
each dipole, the values lor the J O t ransient windows 
ere shown on one line. The next line shows Vp and 
SP in mV/V and resistivity. 5.711 * 3 indicates that 
the calculated resistivity is 5.71 x J O' ohm-metres



Automatic SP Correction. The initial self 
potential buckout is entirely automatic - no 
adjustment need be made by the operator. 
Then, throughout the measurement, the IPR- 
11 slope correction software makes continual 
corrections, assuming linear SP drill during a 
transmitted cycle. There is no residual SP 
offset included in the chargeability measure 
ment as in some previous time domain 
receivers.

Automatic Vp Self Ranging. There is no man 
ual adjustment for Vp since the IPR-11 auto 
matically adjusts the gain of its input amplifi 
ers for any Vp signal in the range 100 
microvolts to 6 volts.

Spheric Noise Rejection. A threshold, adjusta 
ble by keypad entry over a linear range of O to 
99, is used to reject spheric pulses. If a spheric 
noise pulse above the set threshold occurs, 
then the l PR-11 rejects and does not average 
the current two cycles of information. An 
alarm code appears on the digital display. If 
the operator continues to see this alarm code, 
he can decide to set the threshold higher.

Powerilne and Low Pass Filter. An internal 
switch is used to set the l PR-11 for either 50 or 
60 Hz powerline areas. The notch filler is 
automatically switched out when the 0.2 
second receive time is used since the fillers 
would exclude EM signals.

RF Filter. An additional filler in the input cir 
cuits ensures thai radio frequency interference 
is eliminated from the IPR-11 measurement.

Input Protection. If signals in excess of 6 V and 
up to 50 V are applied to any input circuit, 
zener diode protection ensures that no dam 
age will occur to the input circuits.

Synchronization. In normal operation, the IPR- 
11 synchronizes ilsell on the received wave- 
lorm, limiting triggering to within J.5% of the 
current on time. However, for operation in 
locations where signal/noise ratios are poor, 
synchronization can be done either by running 
a cable from the transmitter or by using the 
Optional Crystal Clock which can be installed 
in the lid of the IPR-11.

Optional Statistical Analysis. As an option, the 
IPR-11 can be provided with software to do 
statistical analysis ot some parameters. The 
relative standard error is calculated, displayed 
on the LCD display and may be recorded in 
data memory. The total capacity of data 
memory will be reduced, depending on the 
extent of statistical data recorded. If the 
Optional Statistical Analysis Program is 
chosen, some thought should be given to pur 
chasing one or more blocks of Data Memory 
Expansion.

Software for EM Coupling Removal. In tran 
sient measurements, the EM coupling compo 
nent occurs closest to the current od time (i.e. 
it is primarily in the early windows). Thus, it is

usually possible to obta'-n coupling-free IP 
data simply by using the ir.er windows ol the 
IPR-11 measurement projrera If. however, lull 
spectral information is OSS ; -K;. the data from 
the early windows nrtus: t* corrected tor the 
EM component. This ea-* De cone with confi 
dence using a desk top c' rr^Jnframe compu 
ter and the Scintrex SPECTRUM program.

Software for Spectral IP Parameters. Using the 
chargeability data from rve ter, quasi- 
logarithmically spaced IPR-11 windows, a 
desk top or mainframe computer and the Scin- 
Irex SPECTRUM program spectral IP parame 
ters can be calculated. The t*asis for this calcu 
lation as well as for the El.' coupling removal 
calculation is discussed in s. technical paper 
by H.O. Seigel. R. Ehrat End l. Brcic, g iven at 
the 1980 Society of Expioreioi Geophysicists 
Convention, entitled "Micrcp-ocessor Based 
Advances in Time Doma/n IP Data Collection 
and In-Field Processing".

Operation

In relation to the efficiency nfrv which it can 
produce, memorize, calcrete end plot data, 
the IPR-11 is quite simple to cc-erate, using the 
following switches and keypsi manipulations.

Power On-OH. Turned or :c cp-erate the 
instrument.

Reset. Resets the progrg.-n :c t-egin again in 
very poor signal/noise cc-*c  vons.

Function Switch. Connects fcrrr-er the potential 
dipoles or the internal tesr. g^rr&rator to the

input amplifiers or connects the external cir 
cuit resistance check circuitry to the potenti 
dipoles.

Keypad. The ten digit and six function keys 
are used to: 1) operate the instrument, 2) en 
information, 3) retrieve any stored data item 
for visual display, and A ) output data on to a 
digital printer, cassette tape deck or modern 
Examples of some ot these manipulations, 
most of which are accomplished by three ke 
strokes, follow. E is the general entry key.

A concise card showing the keypad entry 
codes is attached inside the lid ot the IPR-11

Example 1. Keying 99E commands the batte 
test. The result is shown on the digital displa

Example 2. Keying 90E tells the IPR-11 to us 
the 0.2 second receive lime. 91, 92 and 94 cc 
respond to the three other times. v

Example 3, Keying 12M results in the display 
of the chargeability ol the first dipole, windoi 
number 2, during the measurement. Similar! 
6SP or 4 Vp would result in the display of tht 
SP value in the sixth dipole or Vp in the tour! 
dipole respectively.

Example 4. Keying NNNNH. where N is a var 
able digit, records an item of header informa 
tion. Seventeen such items can be entered 
with each file ot up to six dipoies of data.

Example 5. 73E, 74E or 75E are used to oulp 
the data from the memory to the digital print 
or modern at 110,300 or 1200 baud 
respectively.

Nonvna :olal receive time: 0.2,1,2,4 sec.

1 t t t

IPR-11 Hansifni windows

Windi 
Width
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IPR-11 Options

The following options are available for pur 
chase with the IPR-11.

Multldipole Potential Cables. These cables are 
custom manufactured for each client, depend 
ing on electrode array and spacings which are 
to be used. They are manufactured in sec 
tions, with each section a dipole in length and 
terminated with connectors. For each observa 
tion, the operator need only walk one dipole 
length and connect a new section, in order to 
read a new six dipole spread. There is no need 
to move the whole spread. The connectors 
which join the cables are designed so that 
there is no possibility of connecting the wrong 
dipole to the wrong input amplifier. The out 
side jacket of these cables is rubber which is 
flexible at low temperatures. About 5 percent 
extra length is added to each section to ensure 
that the cable reaches each station.

Data Memory Expansion Blocks. The standard 
data memory of the IPR-11 allows for data for 
up to 200 dipole measurements to be 
recorded, assuming a common header for six 
dipoles. Up to three additional memory blocks 
can be installed in the instrument, each of 
about 200 dipole capacity.

Statistical Analysis Program. Scintrex can pro 
vide, in EPROM, a statistical program to give 
real time calculations of relative standard error 
of one or more parameters.

Crystal Clock. Scintrex can provide a high 
stability clock to synchronize the IPR-11 with a 
similar clock in the transmitter. This option is, 
however, only required for work in extremely 
noisy and/or low signal environments.

Software. Scintrex offers its SPECTRUM pro 
grams for EM coupling removal, calculation of 
EM induction factors and calculation of the 
spectral IP parameters.

Digital Printer. The Scintrex DP-4 Digital Prin 
ter is a modified Centronics Microprinter with 
an RS-232C. 7 bit ASCII serial port. It is a self 
contained module, including 110/230 V power 
supply, control electronics and printing mech 
anism. It produces copy on aluminum coated 
paper by discharging low voltages through 
tungsten styli. Characters are formed from the 
appropriate dots of a 5 x 7 dot matrix. All 96 
standard ASCII characters are available, the 
paper width is 120 mm and 80 characters can 
be printed per line at a rate of up to 150 lines 
per minute.

Cassette Tape Recorder. The MFE Model 2500 
with read-after-write verification Is recom 
mended. It has an RS-232C. 7 bit ASCII serial 
interface with a recording format compatible 
with the Texas Instruments 'Silent 700' 
terminals.

Modern. A number of modern units are available 
on the market which ere compatible with the 
IPR-11. Scintrex would be pleased to recom 
mend or supply such equipment if required.

The cassette tape recording format of the IPR-11 is 
compatible with the Texas Instruments 'Silent 700' 
terminals which can be used lor printing out, editing 

. copying tapes or transmitting data to a similar termi 
nal using telephone lines.

The takeouts ot the Multidipole Potential Cables 
allow lor connection to a porous pot or other elec 
trode as well as tor connection ol the next section ol 
cable, usually one dipole in length.
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Industry standard cassette recorders such as this 
MFE-2500 can be connected directly to the IPK-11.

OP-4 Digital Punter

Input Potential Dipole!

Input Impedance
Input Voltage (Vp) Range

Automatic SP Bucking Range

Chargeability (M) Range

Absolute Accuracy of Vp, SP and M

Resolution of Vp, SP and M

IP Transient Program

Vp Integration Time

Transmitter Timing

Header Capacity

Data Memory Capacity

External Circuit Check

Filtering

Internal Calibrator

Digital Display

Analog Meters

Digital Data Output

Standard Rechargeable Power Supply

1 to 6 simultaneously

4 megohms

100 microvolts to 6 volts for measurement. 
Zener diode protection up to SO V

 1.5V

O to 300 mV/V (mils or 0/00)

 3**,

D.1%

Ten transient windows per input dipole. After 
delay from current off of t, first four windows 
each have a width of t, next three windows 
each have a width of 61 and last three window 
each have a width of 12t. The total measuring 
time is therefore 58t. t can be set at 3,15.30 o 
60 milliseconds for nominal total receive times 
of 0.2,1,2 and 4 seconds.

In 0.2 and 1 second receive time modes; 0.51
sec
In 2 second mode; 1.02 sec
In 4 second mode; 2.04 sec

Equal on and off times with polarity change 
each half cycle. On/off times of 1,2,4 or 8 
seconds with  2.507o stability are required.

Up to 17 four digit headers can be stored with 
each observation.

Depends on how many dipoles are recorded 
with each header. If four header items are used 
with 6 dipoles of SP, Vp and 10 M windows 
each, then about 200 dipole measurements 
can be stored. Up to three Optional Data 
Memory Expansion Blocks are available, each 
with a capacity of about 200 dipoles.

Checks up to six dipoles simultaneously using 
a 31 Hz square wave and readout on front 
panel meters, in range of O to 200 k ohms.

RF filter, spheric spike removal; switchable 50 
or 60 Hz notch filters, low pass filters which 
are automatically removed from the circuit in 
the 0.2 sec receive time.

1000 mV of SP. 200 mV of Vp and 24.3 mV/V 
of M provided in 1 sec pulses

Two. 4 digit LCD displays. One presents data, 
either measured or manually entered by the 
operator. The second display; 1) indicates 
codes identifying the data shown on the first 
display, and 2)' shows alarm codes indicating 
errors.

Six meters for; 1) checking external circuit res 
istance, and 2) monitoring input signals.

RS-232C compatible, 7 bit ASCII, no parity, 
serial data output for communication with a 
digital printer, tape recorder or modern.

Eight Eveready CH4 rechargeable NiCad D 
cells provide approximately 15 hours oi con 
tinuous operation at 25"C. Supplied with a 
battery charger, suitable for 110/230 V. 50 to 
400 Hz. 10 W.
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Disposable Battery Power Supply

Dimensions

Weight

Operating Temperature Range

Storage Temperature Range

Standard Items

Optional Items

Shipping Weight

At 25" C, about 40 hours of continuous opera 
tion are obtained from 6 Eveready E95 or 
equivalent alkaline D cells.

At 25" C, about 16 hours of continuous opera 
tion are obtained from 8 Eveready 1150 or 
equivalent carbon-zinc 0 cells.

345 mm x 250 mm x 300 mm, including lid.

10.5 kg, including batteries.

-20 to *55e C, limited by display.

-40to*60"C.

Console with lid and set of rechargeable bat 
teries, 2 copies of manual, battery charger.

Multidipole Potential Cables, Data Memory 
Expansion Blocks, Statistical Analysis Pro 
gram, Crystal Clock. SPECTRUM Program.

25 kg includes reusable wooden shipping 
case.

SCHMTREX

222 Snidercrott Road 
Concord Ontario Canada 
L4K 1B5

Telephone: (416) 669-2280 
Cable: Geoscint Toronto 
Telex: 06-964570

Geophysical and Geochemical 
Instrumentation and Services

DATA INDEX l VARIABLE

IPR-11 LCD displays, ictualslze
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INTRODUCTIOH

This report summarizes the surface diamond drilling 

program carried out on the property of Consolidated Montclerg 

Mines Limited, located in the Township of Clergue in the 

Porcupine Mining Division of Ontario.

The drilling program which v/as carried out by Dominik 

Drilling Ltd. under the author's supervision began April ^, 

1986 and was completed April 13, 1986.

The drilling program consisted of three holes totalling 

l, W) feet. Two of the drill holes were designed to test 

an area of known gold mineralization which had last been 

tested in 1965.

As the core from all 80 previous drill holes has been 

destroyed or lost, the core from these holes it was, and is, 

hoped will result in a far better understanding of this 

potentially economically significant gold deposit. Both 

of the drill holes intersected economically significant 

gold values over significant widths.

A third drill hole (CSM-2-86) was drilled north of 

the known gold zones to test a recently defined Induced 

Polarization Anomaly. While the drill hole adequately 

explained the anomaly the hole was somewhat disappointing 

in that no economically significant gold mineralization 

v/as encountered.

All three drill holes were drilled in the south 

half of Lot l Concession l, Clergue Township (see location 

plan in pocket),

MOUNTJOY EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING SERVICES
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PROPERTY. LOCATION and ACCESS

The Consolidated Montclerg Mines Limited property 

consists of five patented raining claims (Mineral Rights Only) 

in the south half of lots l and 2 of Clergue Township in the 

Porcupine Mining Division and lot 12 of Walker Township in 

the Larder Lake Mining Division. Total acreage of the claim 

group is V75.5 acres which is roughly equivalent to 12 

standard unpatented claims. The Driftwood River which is 

roughly 100' wide, flows northeast through the v/est central 

portion of the property. The mining rights for the land under 

the river are not included in the original patents.

The property is situated three fourths of a mile south 

of the Town of Monteith, 32 miles northeast of the City of 

Timmins, Ontario, Canada.

Access to the property is excellent with Highway 577, 

which divides Clergue and Walker Townships, crossing the 

east central portion of the property. Highway 11 crosses 

the northeast part of the property while a dirt road from 

Highway 11 crosses the extreme northwest corner of the property.

PREVIOUS WORK

Gold was first discovered on the property in the Spring 

of 1938 when a landslide is reported to have exposed an out 

crop on the east bank of the Driftwood River. A sample 

recently taken from the outcrop by the author assayed 0.208 

ounces of gold per ton.

Drilling began and by arrangement with Montclerg Mines

MOUNTJOY EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING SERVICES
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Ltd. which was incorporated in 1939, Newmont Mining Corp., 

Anglo Huronian Ltd. and Howey Gold Mines Ltd. completed 46 

drill holes totalling 27,783 feet by the end of 1942.

The effects of World War 11 caused suspension of operations 

from 1943 to December 1959 when drilling resumed, with 12 more 

holes totalling 9,276 feet when work was again suspended.

Drilling was resumed in the Spring of 1964 and by the 

end of 1965, 12 additional holes totalling 5,990 feet were 

drilled.

In 1966, the company was reorganised and the name changed 

to Consolidated Montclerg Mines Limited. Subsequently, 10 

drill holes were completed totalling roughly 3,000 feet bringing 

the overall total to 80 drill holes, totalling more than 

46,000 feet.

From March 3, to May 31, 1981 surveys of the original 

(1943-1966) baseline bearing N79020'E, cross lines bearing 

N10O40'W at 300' intervals and the property boundaries were 

run by A.B. McLennan, O.L.S.

In May and June 1981 gradient magnetic and electromagnetic 

(V.L.F.) surveys were completed by Cana Exploration Consultants 

Limited (S.S. Szetu, Ph.D., P.Eng.).

During the summer of 1981, considerable effort was 

expended in an attempt to locate the old drill holes. Of 

the 69 drill hole collars, 10 were precisely located to the 

1959 co-ordinates, 32 were located within a -10 foot radius 

while the remaining 27 collars were located to within a -20 

foot radius. All 69 collars were then surveyed in using
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three triangulated base stations.

During 1984* extensive detailed studies and compilation 

efforts were carried out by A.S. Bayne, P.Eng., culminating 

in an in-house report dated January 31* 1985. This report 

includes estimates of tonnage and grade as well as vertical 

and plan sections.

In the Fall of 1985 a limited stripping program was 

attempted, however rapidly increasing overburden depths on 

the edge of the discovery outcrop hampered this effort. The 

stripping was carried out by Alquest Exploration Services 

under the authors supervision.

The stripping was closely followed by linecutting which 

re-established a portion of the original (1943-1966) baseline 

and cross lines.

From January 26, 1986 to January 30, 1986 inclusive, a 

limited reconnaissance style Induced Polarization Survey was 

carried out over a portion of the property and reported on 

by the author in an Oraep report dated February 10, 1986.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The Consolidated Montclerg Mines Limited property is 

situated within the north central portion of the Abitibi 

greenstone belt and is underlain by Early Precambrian (Archean) 

supracrustal rocks of volcanic and sedimentary origin. The 

supracrustal rocks have been intruded by Archean felsic, 

mafic and ultramafic intrusive volcanic rocks.

The youngest rocks found in the property area are roughly
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north-trending diabase dykes believed to be of middle 

precambrian age.

The dominant structural feature of the property area is 

a regional fault zone known as the "Pipestone Fault Zone". 

The fault zone occurs preferentially within a series of 

ultramafic flows which are felt to represent the Lower Forma 

tion of the Upper or Tisdale Supergroup. The ultramafic rocks 

are interpreted to be the oldest rocks underlying the property. 

North of the ultramafic flows, basaltic flows of the Middle 

Formation of the Tisdale Group are believed to be present.

Roughly four miles south of the "Pipestone Fault Zone" 

is a similar, possibly the parent, fault zone known as the 

"Destor Porcupine Fault Zone", The area between the two fault 

zones is primarily underlain by sedimentary turbidite flows.

The development of the "Pipestone Fault Zone" is believed 

to have provided a plumbing system allowing the intrusion of 

felsic porphyries and mafic to ultramafic intrusives. While 

the exact mechanism of gold mineralization or gold concentra 

tion is still under debate it is generally recognized that 

major fault zones such as the Destor Porcupine, and Pipestone 

play an extremely important role in gold deposition.

One particularly pertinent example of the importance of 

the "Pipestone Fault Zone" on gold mineralization is that of 

the Clavos Porcupine property roughly four miles west of the 

property. Canamax, the project operator, has recently reported

1. "Canamax encouraged by new discovery at Clavos", The Northern 
Miner. December 23, 1985, Pg. l and Pg. 2.
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that it believes their property contains reserves hosting in 

excess of 100,000 ounces of gold which is their criterion 

required to justify an underground exploration program.

In the same recent report published in the Northern Miner, 

Canarnax reported that:

"Both zones are associated with the hangingwall 
of the Pipestone fault, a major structural 
feature striking east-west across the property. 
Gold is hosted in a porphyry unit striking 
parallel to the fault."

In summary, the property and immediate regional geology 

appears to be very amenable and in fact quite likely to host 

an economically significant gold deposit.

DIAMOND DRILLING RESULTS

The diamond drill program carried out by Dominik Drilling 

Inc. was completed using an Inspiration #3 drill rig which 

is similar to a Longyear #38 drill rig. The core recovered 

was all BQ size or l.W in diameter.

Hole CSM-2-86 was drilled to test a northeast trending, 

chargeability anomaly in an a.rea of slightly elevated 

resistivity values.

Hole CSM-2-86 was collared at 100' north on cross line 

300'W. The hole which was drilled at a dip of -500 was 

drilled grid north or 3490 azimuth.

Hole CSM-2-86 encountered 102' of overburden, 89'10" of 

Quartz Feldspar Porphyry to 191'10", 14'5" of Mafic Agglo 

merate or Lappilli Tuff to 206'3", 2'3" of Sericite Chlorite 

Schist to 208'6", 2'6" of Lost Core to 211' and finally 291'
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of Carbonated and Silicified Pillow Basalt to 502'.

The northeast trending chargeability anomaly is explained 

by the Lost Core and Sericite Schist which represent a north 

east trending fault zone. As evidenced by the extreme 

oxidization of the core adjacent to the fault zone a large 

amount of groundwater is apparently associated with the more 

porous fault zone thus enhancing the Chargeability of the 

fault zone. The slightly anomalous Resistivity values may be 

attributed to the carbonitized and silicified Pillow Lava.

The highest r;old assay received was 0.011 ozs. Au/t over 

V from 329' to 333' . The results were somewhat dissapointing 

as in an old hole (#37) which intersected the Porphyry/ 

Exhalitive contact just below this hole two assay intersections 

were encountered. The values encountered in Hole #37 were 

0.103 ozs. Au/ton over 11.5' and 0.091 ozs. Au/ton over 7'. 

It is interesting to note that both of the above intersections 

were associated with abundant arsenopyrite which was notably 

lacking in hole CSM-2-86.

Hole CSM-1-86 was drilled to test the main gold bearing 

zones some 5' east of old drill hole #14 which encountered 

one intersection assaying 0.17 ozs. Au/ton over 30' and a 

second intersection assaying 0.24 ozs. Au/ton over 2.5'.

Hole CSM-1-86 was collared at 175 !N on cross line 400'W 

and drilled grid south (1690 azimuth) at a dip of -500 .

This hole encountered 56' of overburden, 372'6" of 

Porphyry(s) to 428'6", 2 1 of Carbonated Leucoxene Basalt to 

430'6", 2'10" of Porphyry and finally 52'8" of Brecciated
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Mafic Basalt with a locally strong carbonaceous component to 

486'.

Hole CSM-1-86 encountered three distinct gold zones 

("A" through "C") much the same as, the reader will discover, 

Hole CSM-3-86 encountered.

Zone "A", which was encountered from 146' to 166' assayed 

0.07 ozs. Au/ton over 20", including 0.078 ozs. Au/ton over 

13' from 153' to 166'. The highest assay value encountered 

in this zone was 0.111 ozs. Au/ton over 3 1 from 153' to 156'.

Zone "B", which was encountered from 256' to 276.5' 

assayed 0.102 ozs. Au/ton over 20.5' including 0.12 ozs. 

Au/ton over 11.5' from 265' to 276.5'. The highest assay 

value encountered in this zone was 0,129 ozs. Au/ton over 3' 

from 268' to 271'.

Zone "C", which was encountered from 419' to 455' assayed 

0.073 ozs. Au/ton over 36 1 including 0.104 ozs. Au/ton over 

17' from 433' to 450' and 0.136 ozs. Au/ton over 7 1 from 

433' to 440'. The highest assay value encountered in this 

zone was 0.182 ozs. Au/ton over 3' from 434' to 437'.

It is of interest to note that Zone "A" and Zone "B" 

when combined give an average assay value of 0,041 ozs, 

Au/ton over 152' from 132' to 284' including 0.059 ozs. 

Au/ton over 62' from 222' to 284'.

Hole CSM-3-86 was drilled to test the main gold bearing 

zone some 500' east of Hole CSM-1-86. An old drill hole #21 

was drilled roughly 11' west of Hole CSM-3-86 circa 1940. 

This hole (#21) encountered at least three zones of anomalous
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gold values including 0.15 ozs. Au/ton over if.5' (Zone "A")i 

0.11 ozs. Au/ton over 9.5' (Zone "B^") and 0.147 ozs. Au/ton 

over 20' (Zone "B2 ").

Hole CSM-3-86 was collared at 150'N on XL 100'E and 

drilled grid south (169O azimuth) at a dip of -50O .

This hole encountered 89'2" of overburden, 79"4" of 

Quartz Feldspar Porphyry to 168'6", 30' of Carbonated 

Leucoxene Basalt to 216'6", 25.5 1 of Quartz Feldspar Porphyry 

to 242', 9' of Quartz Veining (contact zone) to 251', 7'10" 

of Carbonated Leucoxene Basalt to 258'10", 2'8" of Quartz 

Feldspar Porphyry to 261'6", 4'6" of Carbonated Leucoxene 

Basalt to 266', 29'6" of Quartz Feldspar Porphyry to 295'6", 

3'6" of Silicified Quartz Feldspar Porphyry to 299', 5' of 

Massive Carbonated Basalt to 304 1 * 15' of Quartz Feldspar 

Porphyry to 319', 3'6" of Massive Carbonated Basalt to 322'6", 

17'6" of Brecciated Quartz Feldspar Porphyry to 340', 28' of 

Altered Mafic Basalt to 368' and finally 84' of Carbonated 

Leucoxene Basalt to 452'.

Hole CSM-3-86 encountered three very distinct gold zones.

Zone "A", which was encountered from 166' to 169' assayed 

0.047 ozs. Au/ton over 3 1 .

Zone "B", which was encountered from 246' to 259' assayed 

0.115 ozs. Au/ton over 13' including 0.149 ozs. Au/ton over 

9' from 246' to 255'. The highest assay value encountered in 

this zone was 0.20 ozs. Au/ton over 4' from 251' to 255'.

Zone "C" which was encountered from 351*5' to 364' assayed 

0.101 ozs. Au/ton over 12.5' including 0.109 ozs. Au/ton over
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11.5' from 352.5' to 364'. The highest assay value 

encountered in this zone was 0.193 ozs. Au/ton over 3 1 from 

361' to 364'.

DISCUSSION

The recently completed drill program while very limited, 

answers a number of questions regarding the gold mineraliza 

tion found on the Consolidated Montclerg Property.

Gold mineralization appears to be directly proportional 

to arsenic mineralization. This relationship is particularly 

well illustrated in Hole CSM-1-86 from 132' to 190' (Zone "A") 

and Hole CSM-3-86 from 2^6' to 266' (Zone "B").

The one exception to this rule would appear to be the 

section in Hole CSM-3-86 from 352.5' to 36V (Zone "C") which 

has high arsenic assays but low gold values. However when 

the core in this section is visibly examined a marked decrease 

in arsenopyrite content was noted corresponding with lower 

gold values.

Gold and arsenic mineralization appear to both be directly 

associated with at least some of the porphyry contacts. In 

drill hole CSM-3-86 Zone "A" is located at a Porphyry/Basalt 

contact while Zone "B" is situated at a similar but better 

developed Porphyry/Basalt contact and Zone "C" is situated 

just slightly removed but still very close to a Porphyry/Basalt 

contact. In hole CSM-1-86 Zones "A11 and "B" are both situated 

at contacts between coarsely porphyritic (green) porphyry and 

fine grained grey porphyry while Zone "C" is again at or near
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a Porphyry/Basalt contact.

Another interesting association observed during the 

logging of the core is the relationship between gold values 

and the presence of pyrLtohedrons or pentagonal dodecahedral 

of pyrite rather than the regular cubic pyrite. This is 

probably best illustrated in Zone "B" where pyritohedrons of 

pyrite were observed in both CSM-1-86 and CSM-3-86. Pyrito 

hedrons of pyrite were also observed in Zone "A" and "C" of 

hole CSM-1-86. The presence of this type of pyrite has also 

been observed at the St. Andrew Goldfields Deposit some 5 

miles south of the Consolidated Montclerg Property,

Zone "C" in each of the holes have a number of similarities 

and are in fact very similar in appearance. Zone "C" which is 

well mineralized and spatially related to the Porphyry/Basalt 

contact also has a substantial graphite component and is 

poorly veined by quartz. This is particularly obvious when 

compared to Zone "B" which is rich in quartz veins although 

they are generally barren,

CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATIONS

The recently completed drill program has been successful 

in outlining two important gold zones ("B" and "C") and one 

potentially important zone ("A").

Zone "C" appears to be a new zone as many of the old holes 

such as l, IJf, 17, 18, 19, 21, 56 and k5 to name a few, were 

collared north of the zone or were not sampled,

The recent drill program has also provided the means to
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better correlate and interpret the old data.

Recommended for future work in the area of the "Main Zone" 

or central portion of the property is another surface diamond 

drilling program (app. 5*000') concentrating on the depth 

continuity of the gold zones utilizing "back up" holes on 

cross lines 1+OOE, /fOO'W and 1+50'W.

Similar surface diamond drilling is also warranted both 

east and west of the present drilling, particularly in the 

"West Zone" (west of the Driftwood River).

Overburden drilling and Induced Polarization Surveys 

are tools which could be extremely useful in detecting 

targets for future surface drilling, particularly, in 

previously unexplored portions of the property and therefore 

should be seriously considered in the long terra.

Respectfully submitted, 

John E. Mountjoy, B.Se,
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MOUNTJOY EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING SERVICI 
DIAMOND DRILL LOG

PROPERTY: Consolidated Montclerg Mines Ltd. COLLAR LOCATION

HOLE NUMBER:
CORE SIZE:
DRILLED BY:
LOGGED BY:
STARTING DATE:
ENDING DATE:
REMARKS:
OBJECTIVE: Geological target

CSM-3-86
BQ
Dominik
J.E.Mount joy
April 4, 1986
April 7, 1986

NORTHING: 
EASTING: 
ELEVATION: 
AZIMUTH: 
DIP ANGLE: 
HOLE LENGTH:

150' 
.GOE 

urface 
169.00 
-50.00 
452.0'

FOOTAGE 

O'

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF CORE

168'6"

212'

251

258'10

266'

7,95'6"

Overburden

Quartz Feldspar Porphyry: contact mineralized with 4\ pyrite, 
3% arsenopyrite.

166' to 169' (sample tt 29619) 3' at 0.047 oz Au/t. 

Carbonated Leucoxene Basalt: unit is not well mineralized.

169' to 179' - 10' at 0.001 oz Au/t. 

Quartz Feldspar Porphyry: up to 8% sulphides at base of unit.

231' to 242' - 11' at 0.014 oz Au/t.

Contact zone: 70^: quartz veining; wallrock is very well
mineralized.

246' to 251' (sample tt 29633) 5' at 0.109 oz Au/t. 
246' to 255' 9' at 0.149 oz Au/t.

Carbonated Leucoxene Basalt: well mineralized with pyritoherdons 
of pyrite (3%) and arsenopyrite (3%).

251' to 255' (sample f! 29634) 4' at 0.200 oz Au/t. 
246' to 259' 13' at 0.115 oz Au/t.

Quartz Feldspar Porphyry: J.% a rsenopyrite; 13; pyrite.

259' to 262' (sample tt 29636) 3' at 0.028 oz Au/t. 

Carbonated Leucoxene Basalt: riot well mineralized.

262' to 266' (sample tt 29637) 4' at 0.003 oz Au/t. 

Quartz Feldspar Porphyry: < I'fe disseminated sulphides.

271' to 276' (sample f) 29638) 5' at 0.004 oz Au/t.

Silicified Quartz Feldspar Porphyry: dark blue-grey; cherty; 
2 0r, pyrite; very minor arsenopyrite.

295'6" to 299' (sample # 29641) 3.5' at 0.001 oz Au/t.



HOLE # CSM-3-86

FOOTAGE SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF CORE (continued)

299'

304'

319'

322'6"

340'

368'

Mas s i ve Carbonated Basalt: granular texture; < 
sulphides.

disseminated

452'

299' to 304' (sample # 29642) 5' at 0.001 oz Au/t. 

Quartz Feldspar Porphyry: < 1^ disseminated sulphides.

304' to 319' - 15' at 0.001 oz Au/t. 

Massive Basalt: \ \ disseminated sulphides.

319' to 324' (sample # 29646) 5' at 0.001 oz Au/t.

Brecciated Quartz Feldspar Porphyry: graphite filling fractures; 
< J.% disseminated sulphides.

324' bo 341' - 17' at 0.001 oz Au/t.

Altered Mafic Basalt: roughly J.2% pyrite; 5t a rsenopyrite over 
11.5 feet.

352.5' to 364' - 11.5' at 0.109 oz Au/t. 

Carbonated Leucoxene Basalt: ( \ \ disseminated sulphides.

380' to 382' (sample tt 29658) 2' at 0.009 oz Au/t. 
450' to 452' (sample tt 29663) 2' at 0.010 oz Au/t

End of Hole
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399 Murdoch Street 
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MOUNTJOY EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING SERVICES 
DIAMOND DRILL LOG

PROPERTY: Consolidated Montclerg Mines Ltd. COLLAR LOCATION

HOLE NUMBER:
CORE SIZE:
DRILLED BY:
LOGGED BY:
STARTING DATE:
ENDING DATE:
REMARKS:
OBJECTIVE: Geological target

CSM-3-86
BQ
Dominik
J.E.Mount joy
April 4, 1986
April 7, 1986

NORTHING: 
EASTING: 
ELEVATION: 
AZIMUTH: 
DIP ANGLE: 
HOLE LENGTH:

150'
XL 150E
surface
169.00
-50.00
452.0'

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE

O'

89 ' 2"

OVERBURDEN

QUARTZ FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

This unit is typified by small (up to 178"long) albite? 
phenocrysts. In places the hydrothermal alteration has been 
pervasive, resulting in the total destruction of the 
phenocrysts and occasionally leaving relic phenocrysts.

The core, which is very siliceous, is well fractured and 
accounts for the local variations to the overall appearance 
of the unit.

The core varies from blue grey to greenish yellow and coarse 
to very fine grained.

The fractures are commonly filled by quartz ankerite veins 
and/or quartz calcite veins. Locally, the fractures are also 
filled with silicified carbonateous material.

The fractures also give rise to local oxidization of the iron 
rich carbonate. As well, in at least one place, the core- 
has a vuggy quartz vein with small but well developed quartz 
crystals.

Because the core is more coarsely porphyritic at the collar of 
the hole and extremely fine grained near the contact (chilled 
edge), it should be noted that the hole likely collared near 
the center of the porphyry body.

The unit is mineralized with arsenopyrite and pyrite. 
Occasionally, sphalerite is observed predominantly in quartz 
stringers. The arsenopyrite is in the form of very fine 
needles (upto 1/4" in length) as well as very fine but 
distinct crystals. The pyrite is finely disseminated 
throughout the porphyry and in general, in the same amount 
an the arsenopyrite. Both the pyrite and arsenopyrite are 
found in the porphyry rather than the quartz carbonate 
strinaers, as a rule.



HOLE: # cs.Msee

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

For a more detailed record of the sulphide content, the reader 
is referred to the sampling record which follows.

Contact: The contact of this unit exhibits an extremely well 
developed chilled margin, however the contact is very sharp at 
50 degrees to the core axis and is quite well mineralized with 
4^ pyrite and 3% -arsenopyrite.

SAMPLING RECORD

89'2" to 94' (Sample # 29602) Coarse grained siliceous 
porphyry (N8cs,sil) with 3^ quartz ankerite stringers; 
little or no sulphides.

94' to 99' (Sample # 29603) N8cs,sil; 3% quartz ankerite 
stringers; ( 1^ disseminated pyrite.

99' to 104' (Sample # 29604) N8 with J.% quartz ankerite 
stringers and ( 1^ disseminated arsenopyrite and minor 
pyrite; at 101'S" minor sphalerite is present.

104' to 107' (Sample tt 29605) N8 with S-5% quartz ankerite 
stringers; 3% arsenopyrite.

107' to 111' (Sample # 29606) N8 with 3* quartz ankerite 
stringers; 3% arsenopyrite.

13.1' to 116' (Sample # 29607) N8 with 2* quartz ankerite 
stringers; ^'arsenopyrite; 1 *4 pyrite.

116' to 121' (Sample # 29608) N8; fractured with l* quartz 
ankerite stringers; < l* sulphides.

121' to 126' (Sample tt 29609) N8; fractured with l 0* quartz 
ankerite stringers; < l ^ sulphides.

126' to 131' (Sample tt 29610) NSsil with 3^ quartz ankerite 
stringers; no visible sulphides.

131' to 136' (Sample tt 29611) N8 with 4 0* quartz ankerite 
stringers; I ^s d isseminated sulphides predominantly as 
arsenopyrite.

136' to 141' (Sample tt 29612) N8; chloritic with 2 5* quartz 
veining along the core; minor sphalerite.

141' to 146'- (Sample -tt 29613) N8; chloritic with 25* quartz 
veining along core; little or no sulphides.

146' to 151' (Sample tt 29614) Silicified porphyry (N8sil)



HOLE tt CSM386

rOOTAGE

168'6"

DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.) 

with 3% quartz stringers; < l 0* disseminated sulphides.

151' to 154' (Sample tt 29615) N8; chilled contact with 5^ 
quartz stringers; 3% arsenopyrite; 2% pyrite.

154' to 158' (Sample tt 29616) N8; chilled with 3^ quartz 
stringers; 2% arsenopyrite; V-t pyrite.

158' to 162' (Sample tt 29617) N8; chilled with l * quartz 
stringers; 1 ^ arsenopyrite; l% pyrite.

162' to 166' (Sample tt 29618) N8; chilled with l * quarts 
stringers; \ ^s arsenopyrite; 1 ^ pyrite.

166' to 169' (Sample tt 29619) N8; chilled with 2 * s tringers; 
2" of contact; 3^ arsenopyrite; 3^ pyrite.

CARBONATED LEUCOXENE BASALT

This unit is typified by tiny yellow flecks of leucoxene and 
off white rosettes of calcite which combine to give the core 
a distinct mottled appearance, not too dissimilar from a 
coarse grained diabase dyke.

The dark grey green groundmass is fine grained and moderately 
to strongly silicified, with up to 53; quartz carbonate 
stringers locally.

The core is not magnetic to very weakly magnetic. This, 
combined with the mafic (dark green) appearance, gives the 
suspicion that the rock was originally an iron rich tholeiitic
basalt.

Tt should also be pointed out that this rock may in fact 
correlate with the "B" rock and/or coarse diabase referred 
to in some of the old drill logs. Along with the 
aforementioned calcite, the core is strongly ankeritic.

The core is very weakly mineralized with only minor 
disseminated pyrite and with even lesser arsenopyrite being
present.

Contact: The last 1.5' of the unit is very fine grained while 
the actual contact is badly broken.

SAMPLING RECORD

169' to 174' (Sample tt 29620) Carbonated Basalt (Alec) with 
13; quartz stringers; very minor pyrite.



HOLE tt CSM386

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

216'6"

174' to 179' (Sample # 29621) Alec with 
very minor sulphides.

quartz stringers;

186' to 191' (Sample # 29622) Alec with l * quartz stringers; 
very minor sulphides.

196' to 201' (Sample tt 29623) Alec with 3% quartz stringers; 
very minor sulphides.

211' to 216' (Sample # 29624) Alec with 3% quartz stringers; 
very minor sulphides.

QUARTZ FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

The core in this unit is very fine grained and siliceous. It 
generally lacks feldspar phenocrysts, which are believed to 
have been destroyed leaving the unit very similar in appearance 
to the chilled margin of the preceeding porphyry.

The core is moderately ankeritic, moderately fractured and not 
calcitic, with the exception of the odd stringer.

The core is very fine grained (aphanitic) and totally lacks 
schistosity.

What could be quartz carbonate filled amygdules are present, 
giving rise to the thought that this unit may be a silicified 
flow which has been severely altered, however these may also 
be relic phenocrysts.

The first three feet of this unit is well fractured, with the 
fractures being filled with carbonaceous material similar to 
the section from 116' to 126'.

From 236'11" to 237'7" is a barren quartz vein at 30 degrees 
to the core axis.

Mineralization: This unit is lightly mineralized throughout 
with very fine arsenopyrite and lesser fine disseminated
pyrite.

SAMPLING RECORD

217' to 222' (Sample # 29625) Fine grained porphyry (N8fg); 
fractured; little or no sulphides.

222' to 226' (Sample # 29626) N8fg; weakly fractured; r-s 
stringers; l ^ sulphides; minor breccia.

226' to 231' (Sample # 29627) N8fg; stringers; mostly



HOLE f* CSM386

FOOTAGE l DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

l pyrite; minor breccia.
l
l 231' to 236' (Sample tt 29628) N8fg; 2* s tringers; 3 0̂
l arsenopyrite (arsenopyrite content increases gradationally
l from 231' to 2 36').
l
l 236' to 239' (Sample # 29629) N8fg; < J.% stringers; 4 6̂
l arsenopyrite; l% pyrite; 9" of barren quartz veins.
i
l 239' to 242' (Sample # 29630) NBfg with.1% stringers 
l locally replaced by sulphides; 5 *-z arsenopyrite; 3^ pyrite, 
l

212' l CONTACT ZONE (quartz veining) 
l
j The core in this section is roughly 7C^ quartz veining and 25% 
l highly altered fragments of wallrock material. Fragments of 
l recognizable porphyry were observed at 246' while altered 
l fragments of basalt were observed at 250'.
l
l The brecciated or fragmented nature of this section gives the
j core a mottled texture.
l
i The core in this section has both ankerite and calcite
t associated with the quartz veining. The considerable sulphide
i mineralization present is preferrentially associated with the
| fragments of wallrock.

| Contact: Sharp at 30 degrees to the core axis (quartz vein)
l
l SAMPLING RECORD
i
l 242' to 244' (Sample tt 29631) 75% quartz veining with 25^
j M8; 3% sulphides.
i
j 244' to 246' (Sample tt 29632) Quartz veining with 23s
l sulphides in semi massive form; quartz is mostly barren.
l
i 246' to 251' (Sample # 29633) Quartz veining (80 e*); 5*
l pyrite restricted to wallrock in semi massive form (some
l pyritohedrons of pyrite); 3% arsenopyrite needles.
l 

251' l CARBONATED LEUCOXENE BASALT
i
l This unit is very similar to the above unit from 186'6" to
i 216'6". The only significant difference is that this unit
l is well mineralized with roughly 6% disseminated sulphides
! (33s pyrite and 3^ arsenopyrite).
l
l Much of the pyrite is in the form of pyritohedrons or
l pentagonal dodecahedra.



FOOTAGE l
f-

DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

2 58 '10

261 '6"

256'

Contact: Sharp at 43 degrees to the core axis and well 
mineralized.

SAMPLING RECORD

251' to 255' (Sample # 29634) Carbonated basalt (Alec) 
with 3% stringers, 63s pyrite and 33; arsenopyrite.

255' to 259' (Sample tt 29635) Alec with 31j pyrite, 3% 
arsenopyrite and 2" of porphyry.

QUARTZ FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

This narrow unit is very similar to the aformentioned unit 
from 2 16'6" to 242'.

This unit is cut by 3~53s quartz ankerite stringers and is 
mineralized with 23s arsenopyrite and 13; pyrite overall.

Contact: Sharp and well mineralized at 85rfegrees to the core 
axis.

SAMPLING RECORD

259' to 262' (Sample tt 29636) 2.5' of N8 and 0.5' of Alec 
overall 23s arsenopyrite; ISs pyrite.

CARBONATED LEUCOXENE BASALT

This unit is again similar to that from 186'6" to 216'6". 
The lower two feet of this unit is fine grained with little 
or no visible leucoxene.

This unit is somewhat silicified and contains roughly 33; 
quartz stringers.

This unit contains only minor sulphides. 

Contact: Sharp at 55 degrees to the core axis. 

SAMPLING RECORD

262' to 266' (Sample tt 29637) Alec with 
< 1^ disseminated sulphides.

QUARTZ FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

quartz stringers

This unit is fine grained, moderately to strongly silicified 
with what appears to be quart?, carbonate filled amygdules.



HOLE tt CSM386

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

The core varies from grey green to pale grey in colour.

This unit is fractured with S-5% quartz carbonate stringers. 
Occasionally the fractures are filled with sulphides.

This porphyry unit may be correlated with the amygdaloidal 
lava or the grey porphyry described in the old logs.

Contact: Silicified, sharp at 65 degrees to the core axis. 

SAMPLING RECORD

266' to 271' (Sample # 29638) Quartz Feldsper Porphyry (N8) 
with l^ s tringers, minor breccia and < l * disseminated 
sulphides.

271' to 276' (Sample # 29639) N8 with 3^ quartz stringers; 
2^ disseminated pyrite.

281' to 286' (Sample # 29640) N8 with 10^ quartz stringers 
with sphalerite and marcasite.

295'6" SILICIFIED QUARTZ FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

This unit, while similar to the unit from 266' to 295.5', is 
much wore siliceous and is locally coarsely porphyritic in 
texture. This porphyritic texture is observed from 295'6" to 
296'1" and again from 297'6" to 298'8". The porphyritic 
texture appears to be due to densely packed quartz and/or 
carbonate filled amygdules? in a quartz ankerite matrix.

From 296'1" to 297'6" the core is aphanitic dark blue grey 
cherty quartz with up to 1/2 inch in diameter quartz carbonate 
filled amygdules?.

This section is also cut by white quartz stringers C'2%).

The core in this unit is mineralized with 2% pyrite and very 
minor arsenopyrite.

Contact: Silicified and irregular, but sharp.

This narrow unit, may in fact, be a chilled margin associated 
with the previous unit.

SAMPLING RECORD

295.5' to 299' (Sample # 29611) Silicified quartz feldspar 
porphyry; 2% quartz stringers; 2% pyrite; minor arsenopyrite



HOLE tt CSM386

FOOTAGE l DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

304

MASSIVE CARBONATED BASALT

Thin unit is massive, beige to greenish grey, with a somewhat 
granular texture. The unit is weakly magnetic and very 
strongly ankeritic. The lava is cut by l to 2% quartz 
stringers.

This unit is weakly mineralized with < l * disseminated * 
sulphides.

Contact: Sharp but broken. 

SAMPLING RECORD

299' to 304' (Sample # 29642) Carbonated basalt; 2 "-c quartz 
stringers; < 13s disseminated sulphides.

QUARTZ FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

This unit is highly altered with very few well defined 
feldspar phenocrysts.

The unit is variable, silicified, and locally the core has an 
extrusive volcanic appearance ie at 307.5' and 317'.

These sections may represent inclusions of wall rock in the 
porphyry.

This unit is not well mineralised and contains only minor 
disseminated, sulphides.

Contact: Chilled but sharp at 30 degrees to the core axis. 

SAMPLING RECORD

304' to 309' (Sample # 29643) Quartz feldspar porphyry (N8) 
with some fracturing; < l ^s. sulphides.

309' to 314' (Sample tt 29644) N8; possibly some minor Al; 
locally well fractured and locally very siliceous; < 13; 
sulphides.

314' to 319' (Sample # 29645) N8 siliceous; moderately 
fractured; 2Ss quartz stringers; < l^s sulphides.

MASSIVE BASALT

This unit is massive, fine to medium grained with a slightly 
granular texture.



HOLE W CSM386

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

322'6"

340'

This unit is not well fractured, but is cut by two barren 
quartz carbonate veins at low angles to the core axis.

This unit contains roughly l* d isseminated sulphides. 

Contact: Veined 

SAMPLING RECORD

319' to 324' (Sample # 29646) Massive basalt; minor quartz 
carbonate stringers; l^ disseminated sulphides.

BRECCIATED QUARTZ FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

This unit is highly variable with a few relic phenocrysts of 
feldspar.

This unit is very siliceous. The carbonaceous material 
which is often the matrix between the brecciated fragments is 
also silicified.

This unit may also be mistaken for an agglomerate, as a number 
of the fragments appear to be volcanic.

This unit is weakly veined with < Ŷ  quartz carbonate 
stringers and only weakly mineralized with only minor 
disseminated sulphides, predominantly pyrite.

Contact: Very sharp at 45 degrees to the core axis. 

SAMPLING RECORD

324' to 329' (Sample # 29647) Brecciated quartz feldspar 
porphyry (N8bx); very siliceous with < I'k sulphides.

329' to 334' (Sample # 29648) N8bx,gf; not veined and 
little or no sulphides.

334' to 339' (Sample tt 29649) N8bx; some gf; silicified 
with 2 ^, disseminated sulphides.

339' to 341' (Sample # 29650) N8bx,gf d') Al d'); very 
fine grained; little or no sulphides.

ALTERED MAFIC BASALT

This unit is made up of three distinct phases. The sections 
from 340' to 352'6" and from 364' to 368' are characterized 
by very fine grained, massive, pale grey (porcellain?)



HOLE tt CSM386

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

silicified lava with minor brecciated quartz veins and a fine 
grained graphitic component.

These massive sections of the flow are not well mineralized 
and only weakly fractured with a barren quartz carbonate 
filling most of the fractures (overall < 2% stringers).

The core is strongly ankeritic and calcitic.

The intervening section from 352 '6" to 364' is quite well 
fractured and/or brecciated, giving it a fragmental appearance 
in places.

This section is similar to the well mineralized section from 
242' to 251' .

This section is very well mineralized with roughly \ 2\ pyrite 
and 8^ arsenopyrite.

This section also has roughly 25% quartz veining.

The wallrock in this unit is sericitic with associated calcite 
and quite a lot of ankerite.

Contact: gradational 

SAMPLING RECORD

341' to 346' (Sample # 29651) Silicified and bleached 
basalt (AlblrSil) with 3% quartz stringers; < J.% sulphides.

346' to 348.5' (Sample # 29652) Albl,sil with 
quartz carbonate; < I 0t sulphides.

brecciated

348.5' to 351.5' (Sample # 29697) Albl with l* quartz 
stringers; very little or no sulphides.

351.5' to 352.5' (Sample tt 29698) Albl with 2* quartz 
stringers; l * pyrite; il.% arsenopyrite.

352'6" to 356' (Sample tt 29653) Brecciated basalt (Albx) 
with 25% quartz veining; 15^ pyrite; S% arsenopyrite.

356' to 359' (Sample # 29654) Albx with 15fc quartz veining; 
103; pyrite; 2% arsenopyrite.

359' to 361' (Sample # 29655) Albx with 25% quartz veining; 
7% pyrite; 2% arsenopyrite.

361' to 364' (Sample tt 29656) Albx with 1 0* quartz veining;



HOLE # CSM386

FOOTAGE l DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.) 

l 15^s pyrite; 6 !fc arsenopyrite.

364' to 368' (Sample # 29657) Al with 3* quartz stringers; 
l 5;; disseminated sulphides.

368' CARBONATED LEUCOXENE BASALT

The core in this unit is similar to that from 168'6" to 216'6" 
The core is strongly ankeritic and moderately to strongly 
calcitic. Quartz carbonate stringers make up roughly 3 0-s of 
this unit.

The core in this thick unit differs slightly in that it 
becomes slightly darker grey in colour near the center of the 
unit.

It is also worth noting that from 437' to 443'6" is a well 
preserved flow top with the core being bleached, silicified 
and somewhat brecciated with minor carbonaceous material.

Tli i s unit is poorly mineralized with only minor ( < l ^s) 
disseminated sulphides being observed.

SAMPLING RECORD

380' to 382' (Sample tt 29658) Alec local breccia; 5% quartz 
stringers; 3% arsenopyrite; 2% pyrite.

382' to 387' (Sample tt 29659) Alec; 2% quartz stringers; 
< 1 3; disseminated sulphides.

397' to 401' (Sample tt 29660) Alec; 3 e4 quartz stringers; 
< Y* disseminated sulphides.

437' to 441' (Sample tt 29661) Al flow top breccia; 3* 
quartz stringers; very minor sulphides.

441' to 444' (Sample tt 29662) Al flow top with gf; 33; 
quartz stringers; very minor sulphides.

450' to 452' (Sample tt 29663) Alec; no visible sulphides. 

-152' END OF HOLE
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SAMPLE DATA RECORD

FROM

89.17

94.00

99.00

104.00

107.00

111.00

116.00

121.00

126.00

131.00

136.00

1-11.00

146.00

151.00

154.00

158.00

162.00

166.00

169.00

174.00

136.00

196.00

211.00

TO

94.00

99.00

104.00

107.00

111.00

116.00

121.00

126.00

131.00

136.00

141.00

146.00

151.00

154.00

158.00

162.00

166.00

169.00

174.00

179.00

191.00

201.00

216.00

LENGTH

4.83

5.00

5.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

3.00

4.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

5.00

5.00

'

5.00

5.00

5.00

SAMPLE tt

29602

29603

29604

29605

29606

29607

29608

29609

29610

29611

29612

29613

29614

29615

29616

29617

29618

29619

29620

29621

29622

29623

29624

Au(ozXt)

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.012

0.013

0.004

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.010

0.013

0.002

0.001

0.027

0.021

0.013

0.009

0.047

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

Au(gXt)

0.040

0.030

0.080

0.420

0.440

0.130

0.050

0.030

0.060

0.340

0.440

0.080

0.050

0.930

0.720

0.450

0.300

1.610

0.030

0.020

0.020

0.040

0.010

REMARKS

.12*; As

.65% As



APPENDIX A HOLE # CSM386

SAMPLE DATA RECORD

FROM TO l LENGTH (SAMPLE* | Au(oz7t)| Au(gXt) | l REMARKS

217.00

222.00

226.00

231.00

236.00

239.00

242.00

244.00

246.00

251.00

255.00

259.00

262.00

266.00

271.00

281.00

295.50

299.00

304.00

309.00

314.00 |
, , i

319.00 j 
1

222.00

226.00

231.00

236.00

239.00

242.00

244.00

246.00

251.00

255.00

259.00

262.00

266.00

271.00

276.00

286.00

299.00

304.00

309.00

314.00

319.00

324.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

3.00

3.00

2.00

2.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

3.50

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

29625

29626

29627

29628

29629

29630

29631

29632

29633

29634

29635

29636

29637

29638

29639

29640

29641

29642

29643

29644

29645

29646

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.011

0.013

0.021

0.011

0.003

0.109

0.200

0.037

0.028

0.003

0.003

0.004

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.003

0.001

0.001

0.050

0.010

0.010

0.380

0.460

0.720

0.370

0.110

3.750

6.870

1.280

0.960

0.100

0.090

0.140

0.020

0.030

0.030

0.010

0.110

0.010

0.010

.45* Aa

1.05* As

a.89% As

.351 As

.28% Ac

. 03 0* Ac
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SAMPLE DATA RECORD

FROM

324.00

329.00

334.00

339.00

341.00

346.00

348.50

351.50

352.50

356.00

359.00

361.00

364.00

380.00

382.00

397.00

437.00

441.00

450.00

l TO

329.00

33-1.00

339.00

341.00

346.00

348.50

351.50

352.50

356.00

359.00

361.00

364.00

368.00

382.00

307.00

401.00

441.00

444.00

452.00

l LENGTH

5.00

5.00

5.00

2.00

5.00

2.50

3.00

1.00

3.50

3.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

2.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

(SAMPLE #

29647

29648

29649

29650

29651

29652

29697

29698

29653

29654

29655

29656

29657

29658

29659

29660

29661

29662

29663

l Au(ozXt)

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.013

0.147

0.036

0.024

0.193

0.006

0.009

0,001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

| Aufg/t)

0.010

0.050

0.010

0.010

0.010

0.030

0.020

0.430

5.040

1.140

0.660

6.620

0.190

0.320

0.020

0.010

0.020

0.020

0.010

1 | REMARKS

.25% As

1.80% As

2.4B% As

2.60 ;fe As

2.73% As

.01'* As



APPENDIX B HOLE tt CSM386

SURVEY DATA RECORD

FOOTAGE

0

251

441

.00

.00

.00

AZIMUTH |

169

172

167

.00 |
1

.00 1

.00 1
1

DIP i REMARKS

-50.

-46.

-43.

00 | 
1

00 |
1

00 i
1

true

true

true



MOUNTJOY EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING SERVICES 
DIAMOND DRILL LOG

PROPERTY: Consolidated Montclercr Mines Ltd. COLLAR LOCATION

HOLE NUMBER:
CORE SIZE:
DRILLED BY:
LOGGED BY:
STARTING DATE:
ENDING DATE:
REMARKS:
OBJECTIVE: Geological

CSM-1-86
BQ
Dominik
J.E.Mountjoy
April 11/1986
April 13, 1986

target

NORTHING:
EASTING:
ELEVATION:
AZIMUTH:
DIP ANGLE:
HOLE LENGTH:

175'
XL 400 'W
surface
169.00
-50.00
486.0'

FOOTAGE
O' 

56'

428'6" 

'130'6"

'l33'4"

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF CORE

Overburden

Quartz Feldspar Porphyry with sections of fine grained silicified 
grey porphyry.

153' to 156' (Sample # 29714) 3' at 0.11 oz Au/t.
20' at 0,07 oz Au/t. 
13' at 0.078 02 Au/t. 
152' at 0.041 oz Au/t. 
62' at 0.059 oz Au/t. 
11.5' at 0.12 oz Au/t. 
20.5' at 0.102 oz Au/t.

146'
153'
132'
222'
265'
256'

to
to
to
to
to
to

166'
166'
284'
284'
276.5'
276.5'

486'

Carbonated Leucoxene Basalt 

Quartz Feldspar Porphyry 

Brecciated Mafic Basalt

433' to 440'
433' to 450'
419' to 455'

End of Hole

7' at 0.136 oz Au/t. 
17' at 0.104 oz Au/t, 
36' at 0.073 oz Au/t,

MOUHTJOY EXPLORATIOH AND COKSULTIHG SERVICES 
399 Murdoch Street 
TIMMINS, ONTARIO



MOUNTJOY EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING SERVICES 
DIAMOND DRILL LOG

PROPERTY: Consolidated Montclerg Mines Ltd. COLLAR LOCATION

HOLE NUMBER:
CORE SIZE:
DRILLED BY:
LOGGED BY:
STARTING DATE:
ENDING DATE:
REMARKS:
OBJECTIVE: Geological target

CSM-1-86
BO
Dominik
J.E.Mountjoy
April 11, 1986
April 13, 1986

NORTHING: 
EASTING: 
ELEVATION: 
AZIMUTH: 
DIP ANGLE: 
HOLE LENGTH:

175'
XL 400'W
surface
169.00
-50.00
486.0'

FOOTAGE SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF CORE

O' 

56'

OVERBURDEN

QUARTZ FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

This unit is very siliceous with well developed phenocrysts 
of feldspar (albite?).

The core is pale green to pale grey in colour, predominantly 
fine grained and not magnetic.

The core is strongly carbonitized. Carbonate minerals, 
particularly ankerite, are present in fractures and associated 
with quartz stringers and veins.

Locally the core varies from pale green and coarsely 
porphyritic to pale grey and extremely silicified.

Fine grained pale grey porphyry sections are present from: 
151' -153. 5', 1 55'4"-156'1", 159' -159 ' 4" , 165'-167', 168'3"~ 
169', 173.5'-175'4", 179'2"-202' and 223'6"-235 '6" 
(amygdalodial appearance).

Overall this unit is moderately veined with B-5% quarts 
stringers. THe quartz veins and stringers are essentially 
not mineralized, however very minor sphalerite, chalcopyrite, 
pyrite and arsenopyrite are observed in the quartz.

The core in this unit is variably mineralized, however from 
56' to 124.5' arsenopyrite is notably lacking. Chalcopyrite 
was observed at 90.5'.

For a more detailed description of this thick and variable 
unit, the reader is referred to the sampling record portion 
of this log.

SAMPLING RECORD

56' to 61' (Sample # 29700) Porphyry (N8); 3* quartz
stringer 2% pyrite in small clusters.



HOLE tt CSM1BS

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

71' to 76' (Sample tt 29701) N8; 2* quartz stringers; \ 2 % 
pyrite in small clusters.

81' to 85' (Sample tt 29702) MB; 5 0* quartz stringers; < J.% 
pyrite in small clusters.

89' to 92' (Sample tt 29703) N8; 3* quarts stringers; < l * 
pyrite; minor sphalerite and chalcopyrite.

92' to 95' (Sample tt 29704) N8, some bx, sil; 5% quartz 
stringers; < 13s pyrite; minor sphalerite and chalcopyrite.

103' to 107' (Sample tt 29705) N8; 3 * quartz stringers; < l 
pyrite.

121' to 12V (Sample tt 29706) N8; silicified wih 5* quartz 
stringers; < l ^a very finely disseminated pyrite; minor 
sphalerite.

124' to 126' (Sample tt 29707) N8sil,bx with 3 0* quartz 
stringers; first sign of arsenopyrite; ''- 2"-c f ine 
disseminated sulphides.

128' to 132' (Sample # 29708) N8; U quartz stringers; 
3% disseminated pyrite; l ^s arsenopyrite.

132' to 136' (Sample tt 29709) N8; 3 0̂  quartz stringers, 
somewhat fractured; 2-3% arsenopyrite; 23s pyrite.

136' to 141' (Sample # 29710) N8; 
2* arsenopyrite; 1 ^5 pyrite.

quartz stringers;

141' to 146' (Sample tt 29711) N8; 5^- quartz stringers; 
3^ arsenopyrite; l% pyrite.

146' to 149' (Sample tt 29712) N8; 20?; quartz stringers; 
5^3 arsenopyrite (in wall rock); 2 *-c pyrite.

149' to 153' (Sample tt 29713) N8; silicified; 15 0̂  quartz 
stringers; 3^ arsenopyrite (in wallrock); 2 ?s finely 
disseminated pyrite.

153' to 156' (Sample tt 29714) N8; 10* quartz stringers; 
3% arsenopyrite; 23; pyrite; minor sphalerite; Note: at 
153.5' there is a. contact between N8sil and NBser and cs 
porphyritic.

156' to 160' (Sample tt 29715) N8; 40% quartz stringers; 
3 ?s arsenopyrite; 3* pyrite.



HOLE tt CSM1B6

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

160' to 163' (Sample tt 29716) N8; coarsely porphyritic; 
15* quartz stringers; 3* pyrite (pyritohedrons); St 
arsenopyrite.

163' to 166' (Sample tt 29717) N8; coarsely porphyritic; 
15* quartz stringers; 5* arsenopyrite; 2-3* pyrite 
(pyritohedrons).

166' to 170' (Sample # 29718) N8; coarsely porphyritic; 
5* quart?, stringers; 3% pyrite (pyritohedrons); 2* 
arsenopyrite.

170' to 174' (Sample # 29719) Quartz veining (65*) with 
chloritic wallrock containing 2* pyrite and 2* arsenopyrite, 
often within fractures,

174' to 179' (Sample # 29720) N8; weakly porphyritic; 2 cs 
arsenopyrite and 2* pyrite, both finely disseminated; 
2* quartz stringers.

179' to 182' (Sample # 29773) N8; weakly porphyritic; 2* 
pyrite; < l* arsenopyrite; 2% quartz stringers.

182' to 185' (Sample tt 29721) N8; weakly porphyritic; < l* 
pyrite; < l% arsenopyrite; sulfides in fractures; 10* 
quartz veining, some at low angles to the core axis.

185' to 186' (Sample tt 29774) N8; weakly porphyritic; 5* 
quartz stringers; ( l* arsenopyrite.

186' to 190' (Sample # 29722) N8; weakly porphyritic; 20?; 
qiartz veining; < l* sulphides.

190' to 194' (Sample tt 29723) N8; weakly porphyritic; 10* 
quartz veining; < 2* fine sulfides in wallrock.

194' to 196' (Sample tt 29772) N8; weakly porphyritic; l* 
quartz stringers; < 2* sulphides.

196' to 200' (Sample tt 29724) N8; weakly porphyritic; 10* 
quartz veining; 2% pyrite; 2* arsenopyrite.

200' to 202' (Sample tt 29725) N8; weakly porphyritic; 
siliceous; 10% quartz veining; 2* arsenopyrite; l 0̂  pyrite.

202' to 206' (Sample tt 29726) N8; coarsely porphyritic; 
5* quartz veining; 3* pyrite; < l * arsenopyrite.

206' to 211' (Sample tt 29727) N8; coarsely porphyritic; 
siliceous; 3Ss quartz veining; < l* disseminated pyrite.



HOLE i! CSM185

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE ( cont.)

211' to 215' (Sample tt 29775) N8; coarsely porphyritic, 
becoming bleached and weakly porphyritic; 5^ quartz 
stringers; < 1 ^ sulphides.

215' to 219' (Sample # 28728) N8; weakly porphyritic; 
moderately fractured; 2% quartz stringers; < l% sulphides.

219' to 222' (Sample tt 29776) N8, weakly porphyritic; 
somewhat oxidized; little or no sulphides.

222' to 226' (Sample tt 29729) N8; amygdaloidal appearance; 
2^ arsenopyrite; 2^ pyrite; < l ?s quartz stringers.

226' to 228' (Sample tt 29777) N8; amygdaloidal appearance; 
3* quartz stringers; l *, arsenopyrite; I 0s pyrite.

228' to 232' (Sample # 29730) N8; weakly porphyritic; 3"^ 
quartz stringers; 3^ arsenopyrite; \ \ pyrite.

232' to 236' (Sample \\ 2 9731) N8; weakly porphyritic; 4^ 
quartz stringers; ( 23s arsenopyrite; < 1^ pyrite.

236' to 239' (Sample tt 29732) Quartz veining (75%); barren 
veins; wallrock weakly porphyritic; < 1^ sulphides.

239' to 213' (Sample ff 29733) N8; chloritic, l *. quartz 
stringers, 2% pyrite; 13; arsenopyrite.

243' to 246' (Sample tt 29734) N8?; 25 0̂  quartz veining; 1^ 
disseminated pyrite; minor pyritohedrons of pyrite; i "-z 
arsenopyrite.

246' to 251' (Sample tt 29735) N8; T* quartz veining; 4 0̂  
arsenopyrite; 3 "^ pyrite (pyritohedrons).

251' to 256' (Sample tt 29736) N8; 4% quartz veining; 3* 
pyrite (pyritohedrons); 3^ arsenopyrite.

256' to 259' (sample tt 29373) N8; coarsely porphyritic; 
S'% arsenopyrite; 4^ pyrite (pyritohedrons); 10% quartz 
stringers.

259' to 262' (Sample tt 29738) N8; coarsely porphyritic; 
10^ quartz stringers.

262' to 265' (Sample tt 29739) Quartz veining (65^); 5** 
pyrite (stringers); 3^ arsenopyrite.

7.65' to 268' (Sample tt 29740) MB; siliceous; 15 0?: quartz



HOLE tt CSM186

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.) 

veining; 5% arsenopyrite (some stringers); 3^ pyrite.

268' to 271' (Sample # 29741) N8; siliceous; 5* quartz 
veining; 3 "^ arsenopyrite; 3^ pyrite.

271' to 274' (Sample tt 29742) N8; 40 0̂  quartz veining; 3* 
arsenopyrite (some stringers); 2-3^ pyrite.

274' to 276.5' (Sample tt 29743) N8; 2 0* quartz veining; 
33s 'arsenopyrite (some stringers); l% pyrite.

276.5' to 279' (Sample tt 29744) N8; sericitic; l' of 
sericite schist (fault gouge); 13; arsenopyrite; < \ \ 
pyrite; 5% quartz stringers.

279' to 284' (Sample tt 29745) N8; 5% quartz stringers; 
23s disseminated sulphides.

284' to 289' (Sample tt 29746) N8; weakly porphyritic; 
2^ quarts stringers; 2% pyrite.

295' to 298' (Sample tt 29747) N8; weakly porphyritic; 
J.% stringers; 2 ^ disseminated pyrite.

303' to 306' (Sample tt 29748) NB; weakly porphyritic; 
some breccia; little or no sulphides.

316' to 321' (Sample tt 29749) N8; very siliceous; little 
or no sulphides; quartz vein along core.

323' to 326' (Sample tt 29750) N8; 35 0s quartz vein (barren); 
little or no sulphides.

336' to 339' (Sample tt 29751) N8; very siliceous; somewhat 
brecciated; < l 1* sulphides in fractures; 2% quartz 
stringers.

346' to 349' (Sample tt 29752) N8; weakly brecciated; 1A 
stringers; little or no sulphides.

366' to 369' (Sample tt 29753) NBsil; moderately brecciated; 
5^; quartz stringers; only very minor sulphides.

369' to 372' (Sample tt 29754) NBsil; 1^ quartz stringers; 
very minor sulphides.

372' to 376' (Sample tt 29755) N8bx; fractures filled with 
carbonaceous material (20%); < l?s pyrite.

380' to 384' (Sample tt 29756) N8; moderately brecciated;



HOLE tt CSM186

FOOTAGE l DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

l 53; quartz stringers filling fractures; < l ft pyrite.

428'6'

4 T O ' t. '

400' to 403'.(Sample tt 29757) N8sil with 1 5* quarts 
stringers; little or no sulphides.

415' to 418' (Sample # 29758) N8sil; 5% quartz stringers; 
1^ pyrite; l 0̂  arsenopyrite; minor pyrrhotite.

418' to 419' (Sample # 29778) NBsil; 2% quartz stringers; 
2^ pyrite; \\ very fine arsenopyrite.

419' to 422' (Sample # 29759) NSsil; 5* quartz stringers; 
2-3*. very fine arsenopyrite; 1^ disseminated pyrite.

422' to 426' (Sample 4 29760) N8sil; moderately brecciated; 
73; quartz stringers; 3% pyrite (pyritohedrons); 3^ 
arsenopyrite.

CARBONATED LEUCOXENE BASALT

This unit is fine grained with a granular texture.

The core is well carbonated and grey green in colour. It io 
also well fractured to brecciated with leucoxene.

This unit is not well mineralized, however at 430'6" heavy 
pyrite mineralization is present.

Contact: Sharp and well mineralized. 

SAMPLING RECORD

429' to 433' (Sample tt 29762) Carbonated leucoxene basalt 
(l'6"), quartz feldspar porphyry (2'6"); 5i; quartz 
stringers; 3% pyrite (stringers).

QUARTZ FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

Same as from 56' to 428'6".

This section is pale green and coarsely porphyritic. 

BRECCIATED MAFIC BASALT

This unit is very fine grained and dark grey to dark grey 
green in colour, depending on the amount of carbonaceous 
material present.

The core in thi:.; unit is weakly to strongly brecciated 
with the fractures filled by either quartz carbonate or



HOLE W CSK186

:'OOTAGE l DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

[ silicified carbonaceous material (graphite).
i

With the exception of the graphitic material and some of the 
quartz carbonate stringers, the core is not calcitic. The core 
is, however, moderately to strongly ankeritic.

The core in this unit is not magnetic.

This unit is variably mineralized with arsenopyrite and pyrite. 
Overall, the sulphide content decreases with depth.

SAMPLING RECORD

433' to 434' (Sample # 29763) N8 (4"), Albx (8"); Overall 5'* 
pyrite; < 1^ arsenopyrite.

486'

434' to 437' (Sample tt 29764) Albx with 10 C* quartz
stringers; S-4% arsenopyrite; 2-3^ pyrite (some pyritohedrons)

437' to 440' (Sample tt 29765) Albx with 15^ quartz 
stringers; 1-23; arsenopyrite; 2-3^*; pyrite.

440' to 445' (Sample # 29766) Al; weakly brecciated with 
5^ quartz stringers; I k arsenopyrite; 2% pyrite.

445' to 450' (Sample tt 29767) Al ; very weakly brecciated; 
3^ quartz stringers; P.% very fine arsenopyrite; 2^ pyrite 
(some pyritohedrons).

450' to 455' (Sample tt 29768) Albx with silicified 
carbonaceous material; 3 ^ pyrite (stringers and clusters).

455' to 459' (Sample tt 29769) Albx; 2 ' with large amounts of 
silicified carbonaceous material. The rest is moderately 
brecciated with 7-10^ quartz stringers. Overall < 2% pyrite 
with most occurring as clusters within the first foot.

459' to 464' (Sample tt 29770) Albx; 5^ quartz stringers; 
1 ?? pyrite.

478' to 482' (Sample tt 29771) Albx: 2 t quartz stringers; 
15 0̂  silicified carbonaceous material; < Vi pyrite.

END OF HOLE



APPENDIX A HOLE tt CSM186

SAMPLE DATA RECORD

FROM TO l LENGTH |SAMPLE tt | Au(ozXt)| Au(g7t) | REMARKS

56.00

71.00

81.00

89.00

92.00

103.00

121.00

124.00

128.00

132.00

136.00

341.00

M6.00

149.00

153.00

156.00

.160.00

153.00

166.00

61.00

76.00

85.00

92.00

95.00

107.00

124.00

126.00

132.00

136.00

141.00

146.00

149.00

153.00

156.00

160.00

163. 00

166.00

170.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

3.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

4.00

29700

29701

29702

29703

29704

29705

29706

29707

29708

29709

29710

29711

29712

29713

29714

29715

29716

29717

29718

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.004

0.026

0.042

0.043

0.082

0.035

0.111

0.059

0.054

0.092

0.032

0.040

0.130

0.900

1.450

1.490

2.820

1 . 200

3.810

2.010

1.840

3.170

1.110

1950ppm As

9900ppm As

2000ppm As

4300ppm As

3400ppm As

7000ppm As

SSOOppm As

5200ppm As

6400ppir, As

3200pptn As



APPENDIX A HOLE tt CSM186

SAMPLE DATA RECORD

,FROM

170.00

174.00

179.00

182.00

185.00

186.00

190.00

194.00

196.00

200.00

202.00

206.00

211.00

215.00

219.00

222.00

226.00

228.00

232.00

236.00 |
1

239.00 j

243.00 i

246.00

251.00 |

256.00

i TO

174.00

179.00

182.00

185.00

186.00

190.00

194.00

196.00

200.00

202.00

206.00

211.00

215.00

219.00

222.00

226.00

228.00

232.00

236.00

239.00

243.00

246.00

251.00

256.00

259.00

| LENGTH

4.00

5.00

3.00

3.00

1.00

4.00

4.00

2.00

4.00

2.00

4.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

2.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

3.00

5.00

5.00

3.00

SAMPLE tt

29719

29720

29773

29721

29774

29722

29723

29772

29724

29725

29726

29727

29775

29728

29776

29729

29777

29730

29731

29732

29733

29734

29735

29736

29737

Au(ozXt)

0.045

0.024

0.009

0.006

0.004

0.004

0.016

0.030

0.012

0.018

0.006

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.029

0.015

0.040

0.053

0.006

0.022

0.039

0.076

0.041

0.078

l AuCg/t)

1.540

0.840

0.320

0.200

0.150

0.150

0.540

1.040

0.410

0.610

0.190

0.030

0.020

0.010

0.040

0.990

0.520

1.360

1.820

0.210

0.770

1.350

2.600

1.400

2.690

.

REMARKS

3300ppm As

3000ppm As

0.1 0 0* As

710ppm As

Q.12% Aa

168ppm As

5850ppin As

eiOOppm As

0.1 0^ As

Q.13% As

Q.25% As

4900ppm As

5050ppm As

3500ppm As

SOOOppm As

7000ppm As

6950ppm As

7550ppm As



APPENDIX A HOLE tt CSM186

SAMPLE DATA RECORD

FROM

259.00

252.00

265.00

268.00

271.00

274 .00

276.50

7,79.00

284.00

295.00

303.00

316.00

323.00

336.00

346.00

366.00

359.00

372.00

TO

262.00

265.00

268.00

271.00

274.00

276.50

279.00

284.00

289.00

298.00

306.00

321.00

326.00

339.00

349.00

369.00

372. 00

376.00

LENGTH

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

2.50

2.50

5.00

5.00

3.00

3.00

5.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

3.00

4.00

SAMPLE #

29738

29739

29740

29741

29742

29743

29744

29745

29746
. .

29747

29748

29749

29750

29751

29752

29753

29754

29755

Au(ozXt)

0.087

0.073

0.110

0.129

0.118
..,. 

0.122

0.012

0.042

0.006

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

Aufg/t)

2.980

2.510

3.780

4.440

4.060

4.190

0.410

1.440

0.220

0.020

0.020

0.010

0.010

0.010

0.020

0.010

0.010

0.020

REMARKS

8300ppm As

6900ppm As

eiOOppra As

8900ppm As

7750ppm As

8400ppm As

5550ppm As

SBOOppin As

Q.10% As



APPENDIX A HOLE tt CSM185

SAMPLE DATA RECORD

FROM l TO l LENGTH |SAMPLE # | Au(oz7t)| Au(gXt) | REMARKS

330. CO

'100.00

415.00

'lie. oo
119.00

422.00

426.00

429.00

-133.00

434.00

437.00

410.00

445.00

450.00

455.00

459.00

'178.00

384.00

403.00

418.00

419.00

422.00

426.00

429.00

433.00

434 .00

437.00

440.00

445.00

450.00

455.00

459.00

464.00

482.00

4.00

3.00

3.00

1.00

3.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

1.00

3.00

3.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

4.00

29756

29757

29750

29778

29759

29760

29761

29762

29763

29764

29765

29766

29767

29768

29769

29770

29771

0.001

0.001

0.027

0.013

0.061

0.064

0.012

0.034

0.108

0.182

0.099

0.045

0.117

0.048

0.002

0.003

0.001

0.040

0.050

0.910

0.430

2.090

2.180

0.400

1.170

3.710

6.230

3.400

1.560

4.020

0.048

0.080

0.090

0.010

.. .. . --- -

.

D.34% As

ISOOppm As

C.73% As

Q.65% As

0.1 2 *i A s

Q.40% As

1.1* AS

1.6 8̂  As

Q.61% As

G.58% As

1.09 8t; As

C.62% As



APPENDIX B HOLE tt CSM186

SURVEY DATA RECORD

FOOTAGE

0.00

251.00

481.00

AZIMUTH |

169.00 i 
i

170.00 i

170.00 |
1

DIP

-50.00

-48.00

-54.00

REMARKS

true

true

true



MOUNTJOY EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING SERVICES 
DIAMOND DRILL LOG

PROPERW: Consolidated Montclerg Mines Ltd.
TOWNSHIP: Clergue COLLAR LOCATION

HOLE NUMBER: CSM-2-86 NORTHING: 100' N 
CORE SIZE: BQ EASTING: XL 300' W 
DRILLED BY: Dorainik ELEVATION: SURFACE 
LOGGED BY: J.E.Mount joy AZIMUTH: 349.00 
STARTING DATE: April 8, 1986 DIP ANGLE: -50.00 
ENDING DATE: April 10, 1986 HOLE LENGTH: 502.0' 
REMARKS: The chargeability anomaly is adequately explained by the fault

zone. 
OBJECTIVE: Geophysical target, resistivity high - chargeability high.

FOOTAGE SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF CORE

O' Overburden

102' Quartz Feldspar Porphyry; little or no sulphides

191'10" Mafic Aggloruerate/Lapilli Tuff; < H.% disseminated pyrite

206'3" Sericite Chlorite Schist; minor sphalerite ( < l%)

	206' to 208.5' (sample # 29678) 2.5' @ .001 oz Au/t ft 55 ppm Zn 

208'6" Lost core; probable fault 2one

211' Pillowed Mafic Flow(s); ( \\ disseminated pyrite, little or no 
arsenopyrite

502'

329' to 333' (sample # 29687) 4' 0 .011 oz Au/t 

End of Hole

(All other samples assayed at .001 oz Au/t)

MOUNTJOY EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING SERVICES 
399 Murdoch Street 
TIMMINS, ONTARIO



MOUNTJOY EXPLORATION AND CONSULTING SERVICES 
DIAMOND DRILL LOG

PROPER!
TOWNSHIP:
HOLE NUMBER: 
CORE SIZE: 
DRILLED BY: 
LOGGED BY: 
STARTING DATE: 
ENDING DATE:

Consolidated Montclerg Mines Ltd. 
Clergue
CSM-2-86
BQ
Dominik
J.E.Mount joy
April 8, 1986
April 10, 1986

COLLAR LOCATION

NORTHING: 
EASTING: 
ELEVATION: 
AZIMUTH: 
DIP ANGLE: 
HOLE LENGTH:

100' N
XL 300' W

SURFACE
349.00
-50.00
502.0'

REMARKS: The chargeability anomaly is adequately explained by the fault
zone. 

OBJECTIVE: Geophysical target, resistivity high - chargeability high.

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE

O' 

102'

OVERBURDEN

QUARTZ FELDSPAR PORPHYRY

The core in this unit is highly variable for a number of 
reasons, however the unit is typified by tiny white 
feldspar phenocrysts.

Overall the core is well fractured, which accounts for much 
of the variability throughout the unit. The core is locally 
more silicified allowing the rock to core properly. However, 
where the core is less siliceous it is very badly broken.

A large percentage of this unit is in fact very badly broken,
occasionaly resulting is actual lost core such as from 113'
to 114', 115.2' to 116', 125.4' to 126' and from 175' to 176'.

The core in this unit is aphanitic to fine grained with the 
feldspar phenocrysts averaging 1/16 inch in diameter.

The core is moderately ankeritic and the ankerite -t—magnesite 
is often oxidized along fractures and quartz veins, while from 
167' to 170' the core is pervasively oxidized leaving it 
rusty brown in colour.

The core is generally not calcitic, although minor calcite was 
observed in the odd quartz calcite stringer which commonly 
fill fractures.

The core is locally quite chloritic, particularly where it is 
less siliceous such as from 102'10" to 121', where the core 
is in fact green in colour. Chlorite is also common filling 
fractures in the more siliceous sections of the porphyry.

The core in this unit is not well mineralized, and contains 
only very minor disseminated pyrite. Arsenopyrite is notably 
lacking as no arsenopyrite was observed. The only other 
sulfide mineralization observed was minor sphalerite in a 
quartz stringer at 178'.



HOLE tt CSM286

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

The contact is not well defined, but there appears to be a 
narrow chilled margin.

102' to 106' (Sample # 29664) Siliceous Porphyry (NBsil); 
10" and Chloritic Porphyry(N8chl); No visible suldides; 
2^ quarts veining.

106' to 110' (Sample # 26699) Same as sample # 29664 above.

126' to 131' (Sample # 29665) NBsil; with chlorite and 
quartz ankerite filling fractures; minor disseminated 
pyrite (<l%).

136' to 141' (Sample # 29666) NBsil; with 3% quartz carbonate 
stringers filling fractures; minor disseminated pyrite ((1^;).

141' to 146' (Sample # 29667) NBsil; ankeritic with 3% 
quartz carbonate stringers filling fractures; minor 
disseminated pyrite ( <l%).

146' to 151' (Sample # 29668) N8; very siliceous; 4% quartz 
carbonate stringers; minor disseminated pyrite (<l%).

151' to 156' (Sample # 29669) NBsil; fairly ankeritic; Vt, 
quartz carbonate stringers; very minor disseminated pyrite.

161' to 165' (Sample # 29670) NBsil; very well fractured; 
very minor disseminated pyrite.

167' TO 170' (Sample # 29671) N8; very ankeritic; well 
fractured; 4^s stringers; no visible sulphides.

176' to 180' (Sample # 29672) NBsil; quite ankeritic; 5% 
quartz stringers with minor sphalerite; very minor 
disseminated pyrite.

186' to 190' (Sample # 29673) N8; moderately silicified; 
well fractured with ankerite filling stringers; very 
minor pyrite.

190' to 192' (Sample # 29674) NBsil; chilled margin with 
ankerite filled fractures; minor disseminated pyrite; also 
2" of agglomerate.

MAFIC AGGLOMERATE/LAPILLI TUFF

This unit is essentially made up of a fine grained mafic 
matrix surrounding angular fragments of light coloured 
volcanic material very similar to the pillowed flows found



HOLE # CSM2B6

FOOTAGE l DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

j deeper in the hole.
l

The fragments range from l" in diameter to 1/16" in diameter 
and, on the whole, are not excessively stretched.

The matrix appears to be quite chloritic for the most part.

The unit has been somewhat silicified, while portions of the 
unit are more oxidized.

The unit is ankeritic throughout and is not magnetic.

From 195'4" to 201' the unit is significantly less chloritic 
and light grey in colour, while from 195'4" to 196'10" the 
core is irregular with a fine grained porphyritic texture 
lacking the larger fragments.

The section from 195'4" to 201' is slightly better mineralized 
with I fy disseminated pyrite.

From 201' to 206'3" the core is again chloritic, but it is, in 
large measure, badly broken.

Overall the unit is mineralized with < J.% disseminated pyrite. 

Contact is sharp and at 30 degrees to the core axis.

192' to 196' (Sample # 29675) Mafic Agglomerate(Alt agl) 
with < l% disseminatd pyrite.

196' to 201' (sample # 29676) Ait agl; with l' of Alt porph; 
1^ disseminated pyrite.

201' to 206' (Sample # 29677) Alt agl; with < a.% disseminated 
pyrite.

206'3" SERICITE CHLORITE SCHIST

This unit was originally a mafic tuff, as small fragments are 
evident in the first couple of inches of this unit. However, 
it grades into oxidized sericite chloritic schist adjacent to 
the fault zone which is represented by lost core from 208'6" 
to 211' .

The schistosity in this unit is very pronounced at 20 to 30 
degrees to the core axis.

The iron carbonate is extremely oxidized.

The only sulphide mineralization observed was sphalerite,



HOLE tt CSM286

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

208'6' 

211'

which occurs in a discontinuous layer near the contact 
(overall <

206' to 208'6" Sample # 29678 taken. 

Lost core, probably fault zone. 

PILLOWED MAFIC FLOW(S)

This extremely thick unit is typified by it's pale green 
colour and moderately well preserved pillow selvages.

The core in this unit is fine grained; weakly to moderately 
silicified and not magnetic.

The carbonate distribution throughout this unit is thought to 
be significant. While the unit is carbonitized throughout, 
it is important to note that from 211' to 344' the core is 
strongly to moderately ankeritic and weakly calcitic with a 
few exceptions which will be discussed momentarily.

From 344' to 502' the core is weakly to very weakly ankeritic 
but strongly calcitic.

From 211' to 243' the core contains roughly 5% rusty brown 
oxidized patches commonly associated with fractures resulting 
in soft broken rock or in at least one case, lost core 
(215'6" to 216').

The oxidized patches are strongly calcitic. As these oxidized 
patches do not occur below 243', they are felt to be related 
at least spatially to the fault zone.

Other features associated with the fault zone include 
fracturing and the developement of light yellow sericite.

Both occur with greater intensity near the fault zone.

This unit is not well mineralized, however minor disseminated 
pyrite occurs throughout with slight increases commonly 
associated with the pillow margins.

While quartz carbonate stringers are present throughout, they 
are most commonly associated with the pillow margins. The 
main exception to this being the more fractured and sericitic 
sections near the fault.

211' to 214' (Sample # 29679) Oxidized and sericitic Mafic 
Pillow Lava(Alp,ser,ox) with l *s quartz carbonate stringers 
and < l^ disseminated pyrite.



HOLE # CSM286

FOOTAGE DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

220' to 223' (Sample tt 29680) Alp, ox; l * quartz carbonate 
stringers; little or no visible sulphides.

226' to 230' (Sample # 29681) Alp, ser; B-7% quarts carbonate 
stringers; < l ^c disseminated pyrite.

230' to 235' (Sample # 29682) Alp, ser; with l' oxidized Alp; 
3% quartz carbonate stringers; < l% disseminated pyrite.

242' to 247' (Sample # 29683) Alp, ser; well fractured with 
15^s quartz carbonate stringers; < l% disseminated pyrite.

254' to 258' (Sample # 29684) Alp; some sericite; white 
quartz veining; ( l% disseminated pyrite.

272' to 276' (Sample # 29685) Alp, ser; with 5% quartz 
carbonate stringers; < l% disseminated pyrite.

306' to 309' (Sample # 29686) Alp, ser; ~20?fe quartz carbonate 
stringers; ( l% disseminated pyrite; minor talc.

329' to 333' (Sample # 29687) Alp; well fractured with 
dark quartz stringers; Ifc disseminated pyrite; ( l% arseno 
pyrite.

348' to 352' (Sample # 29688) Alp; with 20% quartz carbonate 
stringers; little or no sulphides.

375' to 380' (Sample # 29689) Alp; well fractured with 20% 
quartz carbonate stringers; < 1^ disseminated pyrite.

402' to 406' (Sample # 29690) Alp; well fractured with 1(^ 
quartz carbonate; some breccia; with minor pyrite ( < l % 
overall ) .

426' to 428' (Sample # 29691) Alp; with two silicified and 
chloritic pillow selvages; little or no sulphides.

440' to 442' (Sample # 29692) Alp; with 6" quartz vein 
containing talc; very minor disseminated pyrite.

457' to 460' (Sample tt 29693) Alp; with 25% quartz carbonate 
stringers; very minor disseminated pyrite.

480' to 483' (Sample # 29694) Alp; well fractured with 
quartz carbonate stringers; very minor disseminated pyrite.

486' to 489' (Sample # 29695) Alp,bx; with 20% quartz 
carbonate stringers (dark); ( l* disseminated pyrite; minor



HOLE tt CSM286

FOOTAGE l DESCRIPTION OF CORE (cont.)

l spinifex ?; possible flow top.
l
l 497' to 502' (Sample # 29696) Alp; weakly fractured with
l 15% quartz carbonate stringers; little or no sulphides; 
i minor leucoxene.
i 

502' l END OF HOLE



APPENDIX A HOLE # CSM286

SAMPLE DATA RECORD

TO j LENGTH (SAMPLE # | Au(ozXt)j Au(gXt) | | REMARKSFROM

102.00

106.00

126.00

136.00

141.00

146.00

151.00

161.00

165.00

176.00

186.00

190.00

192.00

196.00

201.00

206.00

211.00

220.00

106.00

110.00

131.00

141.00

146.00

151.00

156.00

165.00

170.00

180.00

190.00

192.00

196.00

201.00

206.00

208.50

214.00

223.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

2.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

2.50

3.00

3.00

29664

29699

29665

29666

29667

29668

29669

29670

29671

29672

29673

29674

29675

29676

29677

29678
, M , M

29679

29680

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.010

0.020
.

0.010

0.010

0.010

0.020

0.010

0.010

0.010

0.010
1 1 1

0.010

0.010

0.010

0.010

0.050

0.050

0.010
•ri

0.010

i- r i-

,,

55 ppm Zn



APPENDIX A 

SAMPLE DATA RECORD

HOLE # CSM2B6

FROM l TO l LENGTH |SAMPLE # | Au(ozXt)| Au(gXt) | l REMARKS

.

226.00

230.00

242.00

254.00

272.00

306.00

329.00

348.00

375.00

402.00

426.00

440.00

457.00

230.00

235.00

247.00

258.00

276.00

309.00

333.00

352.00

380.00

406.00

428.00

442.00

460.00

4.00

5.00

5.00

4.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

4.00

5.00

4.00

2.00

2.00

3.00

29681

296B2

29683

29684

29685

29686

29687
-

29688

29689

29690

29691

29692

29693

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.011

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.010

0.010

0.010

0.010

0.010

0.010

0.380

0.010

0.010

0.030

0.010

0.010

0.030
,



APPENDIX A 

SAMPLE DATA RECORD

HOLE # CSM286

FROM j TO l LENGTH (SAMPLE # | Au(oz7t)| Autor/t) | l REMARKS

480.00

486.00

497.00

483.00

489.00

502.00

3.00

3.00

5.00

29694

29695

29696

0.001

0.001

0.001
- ,

0.010

0.010
,

0.020



APPENDIX B HOLE # CSM286

SURVEY DATA RECORD

FOOTAGE

150.00

350.00

502.00

AZIMUTH

349.00

349.00

350.00

DIP

-49.00

-47.00

-43.00

REMARKS

corrected

corrected

corrected

etch test

etch test

tropari
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